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Abstract 

Fats are a fundamental building block of the human body, but accumulation of unwanted fat in 

and around tissues is a common pathology related to many disease mechanisms.  Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (MRI) offers a host of methods to differentiate water and fat signals in 

images or spectra, for both high fat content visceral and adipose fat, and the lower concentration 

intra-cellular fat pools. Accurate quantitative measurements of small fat concentrations and small 

changes in fat concentration within the heart and liver would enable the early detection of 

disease, evaluation of disease progression, and assessment of the effectiveness of prescribed 

treatments. Current methods, such as Dixon fat-water methods, have poor performance at low 

fat-fraction (FF), while 
1
H Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy methods are 

difficult to apply in the heart, and are not widely available.   

The goals of this thesis were primarily to develop and validate a new method called Phase Sweep 

b-SSFP for the simultaneous quantification of FF, water T1 and T2, and off-resonance frequency 

using multiple b-SSFP images with incremented radio frequency (RF) pulse phase (Phase Sweep 

b-SSFP), and secondly to characterize the effects of fat on commonly used T1 mapping 

sequences and evaluate a new method for quantitative FF imaging, based on the modulation of 

T1 values by the fat pool. 

For the purpose of validation of these methods, the proposed work on fat quantification 

addressed accuracy and precision for the case of small concentrations of fat in the 0 – 10% range.   

Methods included numerical simulations, phantom experiments and application in skeletal 

muscle for validation. This range reflects the intended future clinical application of the 
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techniques in the heart, kidney and liver to provide early diagnosis of disease and assessment of 

prescribed treatment effectiveness. Skeletal muscle provides a good surrogate for the diffuse and 

heterogeneous fat deposits found in the heart, kidney and liver while allowing us to develop 

methods without the added complication of excessive movement and need for free breathing 

pulse sequences.    

The results of this work show that 1) by using the proposed Phase Sweep b-SSFP method it is 

feasible to acquire quantitative results for FF, water T1 and T2 and off-resonance frequency, for 

which the variability in each parameter is largely independent of all other parameters and 2) low 

FF in tissues result in relatively large negative or positive shifts in native tissue T1 measured with 

MOLLI and SASHA T1 mapping methods as a function of off-resonance frequency, and that 

these resulting T1 shifts can be used to accurately quantify FF. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction  

1.1 Overview 

Cardiac Magnetic Resonance (CMR) is routinely used in the diagnosis of disease, and 

monitoring disease progression through analysis of heart function and morphology. However, 

many diseases do not result in visually apparent abnormalities in structure or function until the 

later stages of disease progression. This realization has led to a recent focus on Magnetic 

Resonance (MR) studies that aim to provide information on the microscopic myocardial tissue 

environment in the early stages of disease progression. MR signal intensities are governed by 

intrinsic tissue characteristics that are dependent on their environment and can change with 

disease. The microscopic myocardial tissue environment may be characterized with Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (MRI) by in-vivo quantification of relaxation time constants (T1 and T2), and 

changes in FF.   

For example, quantitative imaging of myocardial T1 is increasingly used in clinical research to 

evaluate pathology related to edema (1) and fibrosis (2), where changes in T1 values reflect 

changes in the water mobility in these environments.  Quantitative imaging of T2 is also being 

used in identifying edema and hemorrhage (3).  

The hydrogen atoms (protons) in our bodies which give rise to the observed NMR signal are 

contained largely in water molecules, however, fats and proteins also contain hydrogen atoms 

and can contribute to this signal and allow us to investigate the dependence of disease on tissue 

composition. Fat accumulation in tissues is a feature related to common diseases such as obesity 

(4), and type 2 diabetes (4) which is apparent in the early stages of disease progression. 
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The focus of this thesis is the development of new MRI sequences capable of quantifying fat 

fraction (FF). The methods developed are specifically designed so that they can be used for 

analysis of low FF in organs such as the heart (5), kidney(6), pancreas (7), and liver (8) where 

the early identification of fat accumulation will have the greatest clinical impact on diagnosing 

and monitoring disease progression.  

Chapter 2 provides background information on: body fat and why it is important in the analysis 

of disease, relaxation parameters T1 and T2, the rapid pulse sequence called balanced Steady 

State Free Precession (b-SSFP) used in the proposed methods, as well as current water-fat 

imaging and T1 mapping methods. Chapter 3 describes and validates a new multi-parameter 

imaging method that provides quantitative measurement of FF, tissue T1 and T2, and off-

resonance. Chapter 4 investigates errors in conventional T1 mapping methods due to the presence 

of fat signals, which gone unnoticed may lead to erroneous interpretation and diagnosis, as well 

as a new method for the quantification of FF from the effects of fat on the T1 values.  

The presented methods have been designed with a full consideration of the NMR physics that 

govern the response of the complex water and fat spin systems to NMR pulse sequences.   While 

all in-vivo data presented is from skeletal muscle (a good model for organs with low FF) all 

methods were designed to be compatible with free breathing techniques that may be 

implemented in the heart and other organs that have significant motion with breathing and/or 

cardiac cycle motion. All developmental and validation work took place on clinical-style MRI 

scanner in the Peter S Allen MRI Centre at the University of Alberta MRI Facility, which will 

accommodate the translation of these methods to the clinical environment.   
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1.2 Thesis Statement  

The primary aim of my thesis was to develop and validate a robust and accurate method for the 

quantification of relatively low (0-10%) fat fractions in and around tissues using a b-SSFP pulse 

sequence.  This sequence offers high signal yield and rapid imaging which are enabling features 

for the detection of low fat density signals in moving organ systems.  Further goals were the 

additional and simultaneous quantification of water T1 and T2, and off-resonance frequency, 

using similar b-SSFP based methods. A final aim of my thesis was to quantify biases in 

conventional MOLLI and SASHA T1 mapping methods due to the presence of fat and develop 

and validate a new method of FF quantification based on the characterized T1 bias.   
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Chapter 2. Background 

2.1 Body Fat Distribution 

Total body fat can be broken into two main categories. The first category is adipose tissue and 

the second category is ectopic fat. White adipose tissue includes subcutaneous adipose tissue 

(SAT), and interstitial or visceral adipose tissue (VAT) which is found intra-abdominally often 

around organs. Ectopic fat is fat that accumulates in the cells of non-adipose tissues such as in 

the heart, pancreas, liver, and skeletal muscle. Ectopic fat deposits form when, due to increased 

fatty acids in systemic circulation, triglycerides accumulate in fat droplets in non-adipose tissues 

(9). These non-adipose tissues normally contain small amounts of fat and can become 

dysfunctional when excessive amounts of fat accumulate (10).  

Extra-myocellular fat (EMCF) is adipose tissue typically found around groups of muscle cells 

(11) and in fasciae (12). While all muscle has some amount of EMCF, the accumulation of 

excess fat in this pool is found in important and common pathologies. For example increased 

EMCF deposition has been observed in advanced cases of Duchenne muscular dystrophy (13), 

obesity (4), type 2 diabetes (4) and aged muscle (14). In addition to disease, intramuscular 

extracellular fat deposits have also been observed in response to human injury such as the fatty 

degeneration seen in the muscle around tendon fibers and vessels following rotator cuff tears 

(15,16) and have been associated with a decrease in the function (retraction) of tendon fibers 

(16). With MRI we cannot distinguish between EMCF that accumulates in the muscle and intra-

myocelular fat (IMCF) which exists as tiny liquid droplets of fat in the cytoplasm of muscle cells 

(12). While IMCF is accessible for mitochondrial aerobic metabolism and plays an important 
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part in supplying energy to our muscle cells during exercise (4,11) EMCF is relatively 

metabolically inert (12). Both EMCF and IMCF can lead to negative health effects when 

excessive fat deposits accumulate (9).   

As obesity and metabolic diseases such as type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and liver 

disease are characterized by abnormal body fat distribution and myocellular fat deposition 

(10,17), the development of reliable methods of body and organ fat quantification is a continued 

focus as the incidence of obesity (18,19), and disease conditions involving excess fat 

accumulation (20-24) remain a public health and socioeconomic concern.  

EMCF typically exists heterogeneously and has historically been measured in terms of a fat 

percentage via Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) while imaging sequences have been 

limited to the visualization of subcutaneous and visceral fat. Due to the uncertainty of 

spectroscopy voxel placement and the heterogeneity of EMCF and IMCF deposits in moving 

organs such as the heart there is great interest in the development of MR imaging methods that 

can provide accurate quantification of the combined EMCF and IMCF concentration. 

As a research and clinical tool, quantitative MRI allows for improved pathophysiological 

understanding, risk assessment, diagnosis, and analysis of patient response to therapies and 

interventions. This work develops and validates practical MR imaging methods that focus on fat 

quantification, applicable in the heart and other organ systems, in combination with 

quantification of water relaxation parameters.   
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2.2 Relaxation Parameters T1 and T2  

Hydrogen atoms have net non-zero quantum spin angular momentum, giving rise to a magnetic 

moment, which enables interaction with external magnetic fields, allowing energy to be absorbed 

and radiated at the characteristic Larmor frequency. These nuclear spins initially align parallel 

and anti-parallel to the main magnetic field, B0, when in thermal equilibrium in the MRI scanner. 

The number of spins parallel to B0 slightly exceeds the number of anti-parallel spins, resulting in 

a net magnetic moment, or magnetization, parallel to B0. Following excitation of this 

magnetization from its equilibrium position towards the transverse plane the spin system will 

return to its equilibrium position, parallel to B0, through a process defined as relaxation that 

includes both T1 relaxation and T2 relaxation.   

Spin-lattice or T1 relaxation occurs as an excited spin system exchanges energy with its 

surroundings or lattice, returning to its equilibrium position at a rate (R1) proportional to the 

difference between the original equilibrium magnetization (M0), and the current longitudinal 

magnetization (Mz) (Eqn. 2-1). Spin-spin relaxation or T2 relaxation occurs as excited spins 

exchange energy with surrounding spins and the lattice. This spin-spin interaction causes the 

original spin system, which immediately following excitation had coherent phase, to lose 

coherence resulting in a net decrease in transverse magnetization (Mxy) as the spin dipoles 

destructively interfere. Spin-spin relaxation occurs at a rate (R2) proportional to the Mxy (Eqn. 2-

2).  
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𝑑𝑀𝑧(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
=  −(𝑀𝑧 − 𝑀0)𝑅1    [Equation 2-1] 

𝑑𝑀𝑥𝑦(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
=  −(𝑀𝑥𝑦)𝑅2     [Equation 2-2] 

These differential rate equations can be integrated to describe the longitudinal and transverse 

magnetization with respect to time (t) as shown in Eqn. 2-3 and Eqn. 2-4 respectively:  

𝑀𝑧(𝑡) = 𝑀0 − [𝑀0 −  𝑀𝑧(0)]𝑒−𝑡/𝑇1   [Equation 2-3] 

𝑀𝑥𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑀𝑥𝑦(0)𝑒
−

𝑡

𝑇2    [Equation 2-4] 

where the T1 relaxation, in seconds, is equal to R1
-1

 and the T2 relaxation is equal to R2
-1

.   

Following a saturation pulse (Mz = 0) T1 is the time required for Mz to recover to 63% of M0. 

Following an excitation pulse, T2 is the time required for Mxy to decay to 37% of the original 

Mxy(0). 

The relaxation properties of biological tissues, can be generally understood by considering how 

three states of water, free water, hydration water, and crystalline water experience different rates 

of relaxation as a consequence of differences in mobility (25). In any system molecules undergo 

random Brownian motion and based on the temperature of the system and its physical structure 

the duration that any two spins are close enough such that their local magnetic fields affect one 

another changes. This motion can conveniently be expressed as a frequency, 𝜔𝑐 = 1/𝜏𝑐, where 

𝜏𝑐 is the duration the two spins are close enough for their magnetic fields to interact. When 𝜔𝑐 is 

approximately equal to the Larmour frequency it will induce energy transitions allowing for T1 

and T2 relaxation. Unrestricted motion, such as that observed in free water, leads to a low 
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probability of interaction and a wide distribution of 𝜔𝑐 resulting in a low probability of motion at 

the Larmour frequency and therefore long T1 and T2 relaxation time constants. Conversely, 

crystalline water is tightly bound to macromolecules and thus has restricted motion much like a 

solid would. This restricted motion leads to a high probability of narrowly distributed long 

interactions resulting in long T1 values and short T2 values. Hydration water is loosely bound to 

macromolecules, much like a viscous fluid, and results in a moderate number of moderate 

duration interactions, short T1 and T2 values. 

Differences in biological tissue T1 and T2 can therefore provide contrast in MRI, as each proton 

provides an indication of its environment. For example, an area with swelling will have a long T2 

as the amount of free water in the tissue increases.  

2.3 Water-Fat Magnetic Resonance Imaging  

Most clinical MRI methods detect signal from hydrogen atoms in the human body. The vast 

majority of this signal comes from the hydrogen atoms found in water, which comprises ~60% of 

our bodies. However, some signal also arises from hydrogen atoms bound to proteins, 

carbohydrates and fats. Because of this source of signal from fat, MRI has emerged as a direct 

approach to the in-vivo visualization and quantification of fat.  MRI water-fat pulse sequences, 

as further described in the following sections, depend on either a chemical shift, or a difference 

in relaxometry (T1, T2) between water and fat. The third chapter of this thesis develops a 

chemical shift based method for the simultaneous quantification of fat, water T1 and T2, and off-

resonance while the fourth chapter develops a combined relaxometry and chemical shift based 

approach to fat quantification.  The goal of both chapters was to develop new methods for the 
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characterization of the combined water and fat environment, with quantification of both water T1 

values and FF (for low fat fractions and in moving organs due to cardiac and respiratory motion). 

2.3.1 Chemical Shift Based Fat Quantification 

Hydrogen atoms in a triglyceride molecule of fat experience more electronic shielding than the 

hydrogen atoms in a water molecule and therefore have different resonance frequencies. Due to 

the complex structure of the triglyceride molecule (i.e. the different shielding effects of different 

hydrogen atoms) its NMR spectrum is composed of multiple resonant frequency peaks (Fig. 2-

1). At body temperature the resonance frequency of the principal fat peak (peak 1), 

corresponding to the long CH2 chains (26), is shifted -210Hz (∆𝜹 = 3.3ppm) from the water peak 

when subjected to a 1.5T magnetic field (27). The difference in resonance frequency is known as 

a chemical shift where the negative sign indicates that the triglyceride hydrogen atoms will 

precess more slowly than the water hydrogen atoms. Chemical shift, ∆fcs, is dependent on field 

strength (B0): 

∆𝑓𝑐𝑠 =  𝛾𝐵0 ∙ ∆𝛿[𝑝𝑝𝑚] ∙ 10−6    [Equation 2-5] 

where 𝜸  is the gyromagnetic ratio in MHz/T which is equal to 42.58MHz/T for hydrogen atoms 

at 1.5T. The most commonly used water-fat separation methods rely on the phase shifts (∆φ) 

created by the different resonance frequencies of fat and water at a given echo time (TE) 

following excitation, ∆φ = TEoff-resonance frequency, to separate the fat and water signal, 

which are collectively referred to as “Dixon” water-fat separation methods.   
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Figure 2.1 Water and Fat Spectra. Water (blue) and 5 peak fat (red) spectral line shapes, 

normalized to a unity area for 1.5T. 

 

The theory behind the original “Dixon” method (28), the two point method, is easily envisioned 

by picturing two signal vectors for fat and water. By selectively setting the echo TE of the 

gradient-echo sequence, the Dixon method can produce an in-phase image and an out of phase 

image, referring to the complex transverse magnetization water and fat signals as adding 

constructively, or destructively.  The resultant vector is the observed signal and by acquiring 

these two in phase and out of phase images the fat and water signals can be separated by adding 

and subtracting the two images. Specifically, Fat = (Sin-phase – Sout-phase)/2 and Water = (Sin-

phase+Sout-phase)/2.  

Over the years many adjustments and improvements have been made to this original two-point 

method. A three-point method (29) was developed to allow for simultaneous background field 

estimation and correction, and phase unwrapping (30) was proposed to deal with phase 

ambiguities arising from large field variation which otherwise often resulted in the erroneous 
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assignment of water and fat pixels.  More recent methods eliminate phase ambiguities by 

applying spatial constraints in the process of field map estimation which is more robust and has 

allowed for the development of cardiac water-fat imaging applications (which were previously 

inhibited due to the high field inhomogeneity and relatively low signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 

CMR) (31). One such method, which is used for validation in this work, is the VARiable 

PROjection water-fat estimation (VARPRO) method (32). VARPRO formulates the solution as a 

separable non-linear least squares problem, and finds the globally optimum maximum-likelihood 

solution (31). VARPRO was found to be very robust (32) in terms of correct classification of 

water and fat for cardiac applications with large background field variation and low SNR, and 

was therefore used throughout the study as a reference method for fat quantification in skeletal 

muscle.  

2.3.2 Relaxometry Based Fat Quantification  

The signal from any given hydrogen atom is a function of spin density, and longitudinal (T1) and 

transverse (T2) relaxation (among other factors such as flip angle and receiver coil efficiency). 

Differences in these parameters, in different tissue types and in health and disease, provide the 

excellent soft tissue contrast credited to MRI.  For example, fat has a relatively short T1 as 

compared to water and appears bright in many common clinical sequences including SSFP 

imaging which is of particular interest to this work (see section 2.4).  

Originally, the bright signal seen from fat was often perceived as a nuisance as it could obstruct 

underlying pathologies and lead to artifacts. However, as the visualization of fat has become 

desirable as a measure of pathology a number of relaxometry-based approaches have been 

designed. T1-weighted sequences have been developed to quantify abdominal subcutaneous 
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adipose tissue (33,34), asses fat in neuromuscular disorders (21,35), and measure bone marrow 

in adipose tissue (36). Further, increased T2 values in healthy muscle are indicative of the 

presence of fat but may be confounded by edema, which also increases T2.  

Currently relaxometry based fat quantification has focused on the visualization of gross 

subcutaneous and visceral adipose depots without the ability to quantify fat content, particularly 

in the case of low FF. No relaxometry based method, to the knowledge of the author, is currently 

being used for the clinical quantification of ectopic fat.  

2.3.3 Spectroscopy Fat Quantification  

Single voxel MRS allows one to non-invasively asses the concentration of various metabolites in 

tissue and has been the standard for the quantification of in-vivo ectopic fat. A triglyceride 

molecule is composed of a glycerol backbone and three fatty acid chains. The three fatty acid 

chains vary in length and structure resulting in varying degrees of electronic shielding about the 

hydrogen atoms resulting in multiple resonance frequencies or spectral peaks (Figure 2.1). By 

acquiring water suppressed and non-water suppressed spectra and comparing the relative areas 

under the fat and water spectra the concentration of fat can be determined.  

While accurate, MRS is often not available on clinical MR scanners and is limited by spatial 

resolution, with large voxels and several signal averages required to produce clean spectra. 

Further, in organs such as the heart or liver, which are subject to motion caused by the beating of 

the heart and respiration, localization can be challenging and can result in spatial misalignments. 

In regions where ectopic fat is diffusely and heterogeneously dispersed or at fat tissue 

boundaries, small changes in voxel location could lead to highly variable results.  
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For the above stated reasons, this thesis focused on the development of rapid imaging methods 

that could be applied in moving organs in the clinical setting to accurately quantify low FF.  

2.4 Balanced Steady State Free Precession (b-SSFP)  

b-SSFP is a rapid, high SNR performance method (i.e. high signal yield with short acquisition 

duration) commonly used in CMR imaging. CMR is particularly challenging due to motion 

caused by the beating of the heart and respiration. Breath holds and gated imaging can be used to 

help decrease motion due to respiration, but breath holds are often difficult in sick patients and 

are subject to mis-registration errors while respiratory-gated methods will significantly increase 

scan time due to data loss during the unwanted respiratory phase. Cardiac motion is even more 

difficult to overcome; most commonly electrocardiogram (ECG) gated, segmented acquisitions 

are used which collect an image over multiple heart beats by acquiring a small piece of the image 

at a defined cardiac phase each heartbeat. Segmented imaging assumes no motion between 

segments and is degraded when respiratory motion, or poor cardiac triggering invalidates this 

condition.  b-SSFP however has sufficient SNR to enable parallel imaging (which comes at an 

SNR cost) and sufficiently short repetition times (TR, Figure 2.2) such that it enables image 

acquisitions in a single shot during diastasis (a quiescent period during which the heart is relaxed 

and there is a relatively long period (~ 200 ms) with little motion).  While this imaging approach 

does not enable the imaging of heart function (i.e. motion over a cardiac cycle), it is sufficient for 

freezing the motion of heart, to enable the collection of other targeted imaging information (e.g. 

imaging of fat).   

The b-SSFP pulse sequence is composed of a train of excitation pulses separated by TR (Figure 

2.2). Over the course of each TR, RF excitation pulses rotate the magnetization by the flip angle 
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α and field inhomogeneities result in rotation, φ, about the B0 axis. In addition to these rotations 

T1 and T2 relaxation results in in an increase in longitudinal and decrease in transverse 

magnetization, respectively. For the balanced b-SSFP sequence the net gradient induced 

dephasing within every TR is zero, due to matching gradient pulses of opposite polarity, such 

that the gradients have no net effect on the magnetization (Figure 2.2). These balanced gradients 

preserve much of the transverse magnetization, which is rotated by the subsequent RF pulse, 

resulting in high signal intensity. By starting with an α/2 RF preparation pulse followed by an 

alternating train of ±α pulses (i.e. 180 phase shift between each sequential pulses) the 

magnetization will form an “α/2 cone” as the transverse magnetization slowly and smoothly 

converges to steady state (Figure 2.3).   

 

Figure 2.2 Balanced Steady State Free Precession Pulse Sequence. 
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Figure 2.3 b-SSFP magnetization visualization.  Oscillation about the z-axis by means of an 

initial α/2 preparation pulse and a train of alternating ±α excitations. 

 

When the magnetization reaches steady state, the b-SSFP signal contrast depends on the ratio 

T2/T1 and has therefore received considerable attention as a method for cardiac fat visualization 

(37) as the relatively long T2 and short T1 of fat results in high b-SSFP image intensity. As 

discussed further in Chapter 3, b-SSFP signal has a characteristic and repeating “pass-band” 

behavior with periodic (every 1/TR) magnitude and phase behavior (Figure 2.4). In a typical b-

SSFP pulse sequence, as shown in Figure 2.2, signal is acquired with on resonance excitation 

whenever possible (with RF phase increment (∆φ) of 180⁰ such that φN+1 = φN + ∆φ) to avoid 

the unwanted signal minima (Figure 2.4). For a TE = TR/2, the most commonly used b-SSFP 

TE, the phase in adjacent bands will differ by 180⁰ such that if water and fat resonances fall 

within adjacent bands (dependent on TR and off-resonance frequency), their opposing phase will 

result in the “India ink” artifact commonly seen at water-fat interfaces (38,39).   
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Figure 2.4 b-SSFP magnitude and phase signal profile. 

 

In this work we aim to take advantage of the frequency response of the b-SSFP signal to develop 

two fat quantification methods.  

2.5 T1 Mapping  

The longitudinal relaxation (T1) of the myocardium is a time constant that reflects the water 

environment in tissues, with longer values typically reflecting a less restricted motion 

environment (see section 2.2). In numerous myocardial disease states either swelling 

(inflammation) (1) or changes in extracellular volume fraction (ECV) (e.g. with myocardial 

fibrosis(2)) can increase the T1 of the myocardium from its typical value of ~1175 ms (at 1.5T) 

(40).  Further, reduced T1 values have been measured in diseases such as Anderson-Fabry 

disease (23,24) and iron overload (41).  As a result, quantitative myocardial T1 mapping 

sequences are gaining recognition in the non-invasive assessment of tissue characteristics.  The 

use of contrast agents to further probe the ECV using pre-contrast and post-contrast T1 values is 
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also now widely used in clinical research (42-44). However, this work focuses on native (non-

contrast) T1 mapping. 

The following discussion on T1 quantification will focus on two pixel-wise mapping methods; 

MOdified Look-Locker Inversion (MOLLI) (45) and SAturation recovery single-SHot 

Acquisition (SASHA) (46). This discussion is intended to relay the fundamentals of these two 

methods, while a more comprehensive review detailing the accuracy and precision of each 

method has been recently published by Kellman and Hansen (42).  The SASHA method, in 

particular, forms the foundation of the proposed combined fat and T1 imaging methods detailed 

in Chapters 3 and 4.  Both MOLLI and SASHA methods are based on the b-SSFP acquisition 

with three key steps: 1) preparation of the longitudinal magnetization through inversion 

(MOLLI) or saturation (SASHA), 2) a sampling of the recovery of the longitudinal 

magnetization, and 3) fitting of the recovery data with a mono-exponential curve to estimate T1.  

Simplified schematics comparing the SASHA and MOLLI pulse sequences are shown in Figure 

2.5.  

 

Figure 2.5 SASHA and MOLLI schematic diagrams. The SASHA pulse sequence shows the 

collection of an initial non-sat image followed by variable saturation recovery times (TS) 

between the saturation pulse (green) and the imaging readout (grey). The MOLLI pulse sequence 

shows an inversion pulse (blue) followed by three imaging readouts (grey) before allowing the 

magnetization to recover before the second inversion pulse. 
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2.5.1 MOLLI  

The MOdified Look-Locker Inversion (MOLLI) recovery sequence consists of an initial 

inversion recovery pulse followed by several ECG-triggered single-shot images acquired at the 

same cardiac phase in sequential heartbeats (45). Additional MOLLI “Look-Locker sets”, with 

different trigger times, can be combined to more effectively sample the initial steep region of the 

recovery curve. With every sequential image acquisition the magnetization is perturbed causing 

images acquired more than one heartbeat after the inversion pulse to have a magnetization 

history.  This magnetization history leads to errors causing the MOLLI sequence to significantly 

underestimate T1 values, specifically in tissues with short T2 relaxation times (46). The result of 

this perturbation is the measurement of an apparent recovery time denoted as T1* which is 

shorter than the true T1. The recovery data is fit with a three-parameter exponential model,  

S(t) = A – B exp(-TI/T1*),    [Equation 2-6] 

from which the true T1 is then approximated as 

T1 ≈ T1* (B/A-1),     [Equation 2-7] 

where (B/A-1) is known as the “Look-Locker correction factor”. This correction factor is only 

effective at very low flip angles (MOLLI is typically performed with a 35 degree flip angle), but 

still results in significant underestimation of T1 (42).  Numerous alterations of the MOLLI 

method have been published to reduce scan time (47), or improve precision (48). A discussion of 

these methods, and several other variants is beyond the scope of this work.  
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2.5.2 SASHA 

In an effort to avoid errors associated with MOLLI, Chow et al. proposed the SAturation 

recovery single-SHot Acquisition (SASHA) sequence in 2014 (46). This method largely 

overcomes T2 dependencies, as well as heart rate, off-resonance, blood flow and magnetization 

transfer dependencies associated with MOLLI T1 calculations (42). 

The SASHA pulse sequence consists of an initial non-sat image followed by 10 saturation 

recovery ECG-triggered single-shot images acquired at the same cardiac phase in sequential 

heartbeats with incremented saturation recovery (TS) times. By applying a saturation pulse 

before every image acquisition, the magnetization history is eliminated and it was shown that the 

resulting saturation-recovery curve is not effected by the readout and therefore gives a true T1 

value not a shortened apparent value (46). The result is a 3-parameter model:  

S(t) = A – B exp(-TS/T1).    [Equation 2-8] 

Subsequently it was shown that 2-parameter fitting (assuming ideal saturation, Eqn. 2-9) 

significantly reduced variability in the best fit T1 values for a given SNR (42). 

S(t) = A(1 – exp(-TS/T1))     [Equation 2-9] 

The optimized SASHA experiment, using a variable flip angle approach (49) with a 2-parameter 

fitting model (42) results in similar variability as MOLLI (49) but with much better accuracy.  

2.6 Multi-Parameter Quantification  

Quantitative MRI provides absolute measures of tissue properties, overcoming inter-site and 

inter-observer biases while multi-parameter fitting offers more comprehensive tissue 

characterization and can expose confounders of each parameter.  By simultaneously measuring 
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multiple parameters, chapter four evaluates the dependence of inversion and saturation recovery 

T1 measurements on off-resonance and FF. In this case, if T1 was quantified without the 

simultaneous quantification of fat and off-resonance one would be unsure if/how their results 

were affected by these confounding variables.  Both methods proposed in this work, while 

focusing of the quantification of fat, provide multi-parameter quantification.  
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Chapter 3. Simultaneous Quantification of Fat Fraction, Water T1 

and T2, and Off-Resonance Frequency Using Phase Sweep b-SSFP 

3.1 Abstract 

Purpose: The goals of this study were to describe and validate a new method called Phase Sweep 

b-SSFP for the simultaneous quantification of FF, water T1 and T2, and off-resonance frequency 

for low FF (0-10%). 

Methods: Bloch equation and Monte Carlo simulations, as well as phantom and in-vivo (skeletal 

muscle) experiments were used to characterize the response of the b-SSFP phase sweep profile, 

to mixed water-fat systems at 1.5T. The phase sweep profile is obtained by acquiring multiple b-

SSFP images with incremented RF pulse phase. By fitting this profile with a predefined 

dictionary of water and fat profiles, the aforementioned parameters can be quantified. Fat 

fractions were compared with single voxel spectroscopy and a Dixon imaging method that also 

provided a measure of off-resonance, while water T1 and T2 were compared with spin echo and 

single voxel spectroscopy experiments.  

Results: Variability in the quantification of the above mentioned parameters is largely 

independent with no bias observed a function of SNR in Monte Carlo simulations. Phantom and 

in-vivo results are in strong agreement with their respective FF, T1, T2, and off-resonance 

validation methods.   

Conclusions: The proposed Phase Sweep b-SSFP imaging method allows for rapid multi-

parameter quantification of FF, water T1 and T2, and off-resonance.  

Keywords: Fat, b-SSFP, quantification, T1, T2  
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3.2 Introduction 

Many diseases do not result in visually apparent abnormalities in function or morphology until 

the later stages of disease progression.  MRI offers potential early detection of pathology based 

on its sensitivity to changes in the microscopic tissue environment by being sensitive to the 

longitudinal and transverse relaxation time constants (T1, and T2) and FF. Quantitative imaging 

of myocardial T1 is increasingly used to evaluate pathology related to edema (1) and fibrosis (2), 

while quantitative imaging of T2 is being used to identify edema and hemorrhage (3). Further, 

the excess accumulation of fat in tissues is a common feature related to multiple diseases such as 

obesity (4), type 2 diabetes (4) and fatty liver disease (8), among many other, and has motivated 

the development of new methods to quantify fat content in the clinical setting.  

The goals of the current study were to develop a quantitative multi-parameter MRI method to 

provide simultaneous quantification of FF, water T1 and T2, and off-resonance frequency, with 

applicability to challenging moving organs systems (e.g. heart and liver).  There are currently no 

existing methods that are applicable for simultaneous quantification of these parameters, 

particularly for the case of lower FF and the limitations imposed by cardiac and respiratory 

motion.  The proposed method, termed Phase Sweep b-SSFP, is based on the acquisition of 

multiple single-shot b-SSFP images acquired with different off-resonance frequencies, or 

equivalently, different phase-increments between sequential radio frequency (RF) pulses.   

3.3 Theory   

The  b-SSFP pulse sequence is composed of a train of excitation pulses separated by a time 

interval TR within which the net gradient-induced is zero, and with a 180 degree phase 
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increment between sequential RF pulses.  The evolution of the magnetization within a single TR 

period can therefore be fully described by simple RF pulse rotations and T1 and T2 relaxation 

(neglecting the effects of off-resonance caused by magnetic field in-homogeneities) which will 

oscillate about the B0 vector forming an α/2 cone as the transverse magnetization slowly decays 

towards a steady state value, as was shown in Figure 2.3 in the previous chapter (50).   

The phase of the transverse magnetization that is accumulated over a single TR is given by  

∅ = 2𝜋𝑓𝑇𝑅      [Equation 3-1] 

where f is the off-resonance frequency. For ∅ = 2𝑛𝜋 , where 𝑛 is any integer, the refocusing 

mechanism of the b-SSFP method breaks down resulting in a steep drop in signal and the 

characteristic shape of the signal profile shown in Figure 3.1a.  Since a phase accrual of ∅ is 

indistinguishable from a phase accrual of  ∅ + 𝑛360ᵒ , where n is any integer, the b-SSFP signal 

is periodic with increasing off-resonance frequency.  From equation 3-1 the period of the signal 

profile  is TR
-1 

Hz.  When TE=TR/2 a phase inversion of the b-SSFP signal from 90ᵒ to -90ᵒ will 

occur in sequential bands of the periodic signal profile causing the sign of the transverse 

magnetization to alternate between positive and negative (dashed blue line in below Figure 3.1a) 

(27). 

Critically, the use of single shot b-SSFP for the proposed methods enable the acquisition of 

images with short acquisition times (~200-300 ms) which are compatible with cardiac imaging.  

Images acquired with this method are routinely used in T1-mapping applications (45,46) to freeze 

the negative effects of cardiac and respiratory motion  
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Figure 3.1 Phase sweep profile interference. Sample b-SSFP phase sweep profiles (solid = 

magnitude, dashed=phase) for water (a) and fat (b). c: Water (blue) and fat (red) spectral line 

shapes, normalized to a unity area. 5 fat peaks were considered. d: Sample b-SSFP phase sweep 

profile for water (blue), fat (red), and their sum (black), showing bands of constructive and 

destructive interference in the combined profile (10% fat fraction). The fractional shift (FS) 

between the water and fat profiles is 0.57, where FS = 1 is the distance between black bands. All 

plots are for 1.5T and a TR of 2.7 ms. 

 

3.3.1 Dependence of the Phase Sweep Profile on Flip Angle, T2 and T1 

In a typical b-SSFP experiment a single image would be acquired as close to on-resonance (0 

Hz) as possible and with a phase-increment of 180 degrees between each sequential RF pulse.  

However, the shape and magnitude of the entire signal profile as a function of off-resonance 

frequency contains valuable information. As shown in Figure 3.2a and b the shape of the profile 

is dependent on flip angle and T2, where the stated flip angle refers to the target flip but includes 
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a distribution of flip angles over the slice profile. Figure 3.2c also shows that the magnitude of 

the profile is dependent on T1.   

 

Figure 3.2 Phase sweep profile dependence on flip angle, T2 and T1. All plots are for a water 

phase sweep profile where the default flip angle, T2 and T1 values are 70⁰, 40 ms and 1100 ms 

respectively.  

 

It is hypothesized that because the shape of the profile contains information regarding T1 and T2, 

it is possible to determine these values by collecting data spanning the entire frequency range of 

the profile. While the profile can be sampled by acquiring images with different off-resonance 

frequencies, the same data can be acquired by changing the phase-increment between the 

sequential RF pulses (Figure 3.1).  This phase increment interpretation of the signal profile has 

been previously published by Karla L Millar (51).  In this interpretation, off-resonance is 

described as the phase offset between the defined carrier frequency and the RF pulse; which can 

be changed by incrementing the phase of the RF pulse and effectively changing how far off-

resonance the carrier frequency appears.  By collecting multiple images in which the phase of the 

RF pulse is incremented from 0 to 2π rad one can systematically generate the characteristic 
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signal profile shown in Figure 3.1a.  The systematic acquisition of this profile will be referred to 

as Phase Sweep b-SSFP.  To aid in describing the b-SSFP profile we have adopted terminology 

proposed by Karla L. Millar where signal which varies sharply with frequency (near multiples of 

2π) is referred to as the “transition band” and signal which is relatively insensitive to frequency 

(near odd multiples of π) is referred to as the “pass band” (51).  

3.3.2 Chemical Shift and Frequency Distribution Effects on the b-SSFP Profile 

The primary effect of the different magnetic susceptibilities of our heterogeneous tissues is a 

distribution of static magnetic fields, even within a uniform B0 field, and a resulting distribution 

of resonant frequencies.  The effects of asymmetric frequency distributions on the phase sweep 

profile have been previously described (51), however, the effects of the complex frequency 

distribution of fat spectra on the phase sweep profile have not previously been considered.  

While a symmetric Gaussian shape can be used to simulate a water spectrum, the fat spectrum 

contains multiple resonant frequency peaks (Figure 3.1c) due to complex electronic shielding of 

the triglyceride hydrogen atoms and was modeled based on an empirically measured peanut oil 

spectrum, where peanut oil has been shown to be a good model for in-vivo fat (52). In this study 

five main spectral peaks of fat were accounted for, with the principal peak (peak 1) shifted 

3.3ppm (-210Hz) from the water peak when subjected to a 1.5T magnetic field at body 

temperature.  Due to this asymmetric frequency distribution the resulting fat phase sweep signal 

profile becomes asymmetric about the resonant frequency (Figure 3.1b). 

With a TR of 2.7 ms, which is common for applications in cardiac imaging, the period of the b-

SSFP profile becomes 370 Hz and the fat and water b-SSFP signal profiles are shifted by 

𝐹𝑆 = 42.576 𝑀𝐻𝑧 𝑇−1 ∗ 3.3 𝑝𝑝𝑚 ∗ 𝐵0 ∗ 𝑇𝑅 = 140.5 𝐻𝑧 𝑇−1  ∗ 1.5 𝑇 ∗ 0.0027 sec = 0.57, 
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where FS stands for fractional shift (FS = 1 is the distance between transition bands).  As a result 

of the phase inversion in sequential b-SSFP bands this FS leads to the constructive and 

destructive interference between fat and water signals observed in the black asymmetric profile 

shown in Figure 3.1d. The location of the phase cross-over, where the fat signal profile has a 

phase inversion, can be defined as fcross-over = (0.5  TR
-1

 - 42.576 MHz T
-1

  3.3 ppm  B0) where 

the term 0.5  TR
-1

 corresponds to the frequency shift from the center of a b-SSFP band to the 

closest transition or black band.  

At 1.5T a TR of 7.1ms results in a FS = 1.5 which would again result in the constructive and 

destructing interference seen in Figure 3.1d. However, at this TR the smaller bandwidth resulted 

in the fat being shifted by more than a pixel. At our shorter TR of 2.7ms the bandwidth is high 

enough that fat-water shift artifact is negligible.   

The characteristic response of such composite water-fat systems (with variable relaxation 

constants, FF and off-resonance) to the phase sweep b-SSFP pulse sequence is considered below.   

3.4 Methods  

3.4.1 Method Development 

3.4.1.1 Quantification of Tissue Characteristics from the Phase Sweep b-SSFP Profile 

The b-SSFP signal in a mixed water-fat system, 𝑆𝑤+𝐹, can be defined as a sum of the weighted 

signals of water, Sw, and fat, SF, (Figure 3.1d):  

𝑆𝑤+𝐹 = (1 − 𝐹𝐹) ∙ 𝑆𝑤(𝑓) +  𝐹𝐹 ∙ 𝑆𝐹(𝑓),   [Equation 3-2] 

where FF is the fat fraction and f is the off-resonance frequency.  From this equation it was 

hypothesized that by using simulated phase sweep profiles for water and fat the FF could be 
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determined. However, in order to account for all of the parameters that effect the shape of the 

phase sweep profile, tissue parameters T1 and T2 had to be considered (Figure 3.2):  

𝑆𝑤+𝐹 = (1 − 𝐹𝐹) ∙ 𝑆𝑤(𝑇1,𝑤, 𝑇2,𝑤, 𝑓) +  𝐹𝐹 ∙ 𝑆𝐹(𝑇1,𝐹 , 𝑇,2𝐹 , 𝑓).  [Equation 3-3] 

 Further, in order to achieve highly independent quantification of water T1 it was found that two 

data acquisitions (one with and one without  saturation recovery weighting) were required such 

that the T1 of water would be determined largely by the difference in signal magnitude between 

the saturation recovery and non-saturation images.  Sufficiently long TS times ensure identical 

fat signals in both acquisitions.  In this way, the variability in each parameter becomes largely 

independent; FF is determined by profile asymmetry, T2,w by the depth of the profile dip in the 

pass band, T1,w by saturation recovery weighting, and off-resonance frequency by a global profile 

shift. Hence by solving the Eqn. 3-4:  

𝑟𝑠𝑠(𝑆𝑤+𝐹|𝑇𝑆=700𝑚𝑠 − 𝑃𝑤+𝐹|𝑇𝑆=700 𝑚𝑠) +  𝑟𝑠𝑠(𝑆𝑤+𝐹|𝑇𝑆=∞ − 𝑃𝑤+𝐹|𝑇𝑆=∞)  ≈ 0.   

 [Equation 3-4] 

where 𝑃𝑤+𝐹 is an asymmetric simulated profile with weighted water and fat signal profiles from 

predefined dictionaries, the T1, T2, and f each acquired profile (𝑆𝑤+𝐹) and their relative 

weightings (FF) can be determined offline by using the Nelder Mead search algorithm 

fminsearch in MATLAB R2013a (The MathWorks; Natick, MA).   

3.4.1.2 Dictionary Design  

A dictionary of simulated basis signal profiles for fat and water were created using the Bloch 

equation Matlab MEX function created by Brian Hargreaves and shared at 

http://mrsrl.stanford.edu/~brian/blochsim/.  The basis sets span a large range of T1,w (250:5:1505) 

http://mrsrl.stanford.edu/~brian/blochsim/
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ms, T2,w (20:1:60, 62:4:82, 92:10:212) ms,  T1,f (210:5:220, 240:10:260) ms and T2,f (40:10:90) 

ms values, and incorporate the exact pulse sequence parameters.  

A variable flip angle (VFA) readout was used to minimize signal oscillations in the approach to 

steady-state and associated artifacts (49).  For the VFA readout the flip angle, α, of the first 29 

RF pulses were scaled by sin(x) where π/90 < x < π/2. Data was not acquired for the first 5 

pulses and an α/2 closer pulse was used at the end of the image readout.   

Flip angle distribution observed across the slice was accounted for by generating a single signal 

profile from a weighted histogram of flip angles (27).  The signal intensity weighting of each flip 

angle is determined by the excited transverse magnetization. A saturation recovery and a non-

saturation basis profile were generated for every combination of the above stated T1,w, T2,w,  T1,f, 

and T2,f parameters.  A single TS time of 700 ms was used as it ensures near full recovery of the 

fat signal and is compatible with cardiac imaging in most subjects. 

3.4.1.3 Fitting 

Fitting of the acquired saturation recovery and non-saturation asymmetric profiles (50 phase 

sweep RF frequency offsets spanning 463Hz) with the weighted sum of fat and water basis 

profiles from the bank is performed offline using the Nelder Mead direct search algorithm 

fminsearch in MATLAB R2013a.  Off resonance is accounted for by allowing a simple shift in 

the frequency dimension for both fat and water basis profiles in the fitting process (same shift in 

both), and the T1 and T2 of the fat basis profile are specified to increase processing efficiency 

(T1,F = 250ms, T2,F = 80ms), and because these values are not expected to vary person to person 

or with pathology.  Thus, the unknown parameters of the fitting algorithm are reduced to FF, 
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water T1 and T2, water and fat spectral linewidth, and off-resonance.  T1,F and T2,F  can be 

modified as needed but are not currently optimized by the minimization function.  

The error in the fit is calculated as the root sum square of the difference between the acquired 

and simulated saturation and non-saturation curves.  Based on the best saturation and non-

saturation water basis profiles the T1 and T2 of water can be determined. The relative weighting 

of the fat and water profiles defines the FF and the common shift of the fat and water profiles 

defines off-resonance. Fitting can be performed on prescribed regions of interest (ROIs) or pixel 

by pixel to generate a map.  

A generalized schematic of the fitting process described above is shown in Figure 3.3.  To 

increase efficiency of the fitting algorithm the initial off-resonance guess is defined by 

determining the maximum correlation coefficient between a simulated profile and the acquired 

profile.  Off-resonance could also be estimated using an acquired off resonance map.  
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Figure 3.3 Simplified Flow Diagram of the Phase Sweep b-SSFP Fitting Algorithm.  

 

The fitting process outlined in Figure 3.3 is performed in two steps.  In the first step all data 

points (50 phase sweep RF frequency offsets spanning 463Hz) across the saturation recovery 

phase sweep profile period are used to achieve initial off-resonance, T1,w T2,w and FF values.  In 

step two, points in the transition regions of the saturation recovery phase sweep profile are 

excluded from the fit so that T1,w T2,w and FF values can be fine-tuned.  In the second step of 

the fitting 14 non-saturation phase sweep images (every second data point in the passband) are 

used to uniquely quantifyT1,w.  In this way, the number of non-saturation images that needs to be 

acquired is decreased, greatly reducing scan time. The scan time required to collect 50 

satureation recovery and 50 non-saturation recovery images is 5 min 44 sec. By reducing the 

number of non-saturation images to 14, 7, 3 or 1 this time can be reduced to 2 min 23 sec, 1 min 

44 sec, 1 min 22 sec, or 1 min 11 sec respectively. 
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3.4.2 Pulse Sequence Design  

All data was acquired on a 1.5T whole body Siemens Sonata MRI scanner (Avanto; Siemens 

Healthcare; Erlangen, Germany), via a custom single-shot Phase Sweep b-SSFP pulse sequence.  

During the b-SSFP sequence T1 and T2 relaxation occurs between consecutive excitation pulses 

resulting in a smooth damping of the magnetization and convergence to a final steady state 

signal.  To decrease acquisition time and maximize SNR, signal was acquired in the transient 

state.  Further, a constant initial magnetization for each image was achieved by applying a 

saturation pulse (fat and water saturation) at the ECG R wave and allowing 700ms of recovery 

before imaging. The recovery time of 700ms was chosen to facilitate future application of the 

method in the heart by allowing one image to be collected every heartbeat during diastole. To 

increase the recovery time beyond 700ms would double the scan time as one would only be able 

to image every second heart beat. Saturation prepared transient imaging provides us with 

increased signal, shorter acquisition time, and also simplifies the T1 dependence of our 

characteristic signal profile shape to a simple saturation recovery weighting described by:  

Mz(t)= M0*(1- exp(-t/T1))    [Equation 3-5] 

where t is the time of recovery after the saturation pulse and Mz is the longitudinal 

magnetization. At 700ms the fat signal is ~95% recovered; therefore we expect, at most, a small 

(0.05% for the case of 1% fat fraction) and systematic decrease in the estimated fat. 

In order to uniquely quantify T1,w, non-saturation images were collected in addition to the 

saturation recovery image at every RF phase increment.  However, the number of non-saturation 
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images required may be greatly reduced in future experiments to save time, and resulting effects 

on the accuracy and precision of the method have been investigated. 

The following acquisition parameters were kept constant for all simulation, phantom and in-vivo 

phase sweep experiments.  TE/TR =  1.35/2.7 ms, 5 mm slice thickness, 192 x 72 acquisition 

matrix size, 360 x 135 mm field of view, 100% phase resolution, 6/8 partial Fourier, 37.5% 

fractional phase FOV, 24 lines to the center of k-space (including 5 dummy pulses), flip angle = 

70̊, 50 phase sweep RF frequency offsets spanning 463Hz, and 700 ms (5 sec) recovery time for 

saturation prepared (non-saturation) acquisitions. Acquisitions incorporated a variable flip angle 

(VFA) readout for improved precession (49) and a custom five-pulse saturation train (53) was 

used (>99% saturation efficiency). Phantom experiments used a 3 cm diameter surface coil for 

signal reception and in-vivo imaging was performed using a single-element knee coil for 

excitation and reception.  

3.4.3 Monte Carlo Simulations 

Monte Carlo simulations (500 repetitions) were conducted in MATLAB to investigate the effects 

of SNR (20:10:100) on FF, water T1 and T2, and off-resonance, for input parameters of FF = [1 5 

10] %, water T1 = [1000 1100 1200] ms, and water T2 = [30 35 40] ms, and incorporated the 

exact pulse sequence parameters used in phantom and in-vivo experiments including the 

distribution of flip angles, and a fat spectral line shape based on an empirically measured peanut 

oil spectrum (Figure 3.1c). Simulations assumed complete saturation.   

Additional Monte Carlo simulations (500 repetitions) were conducted to investigate the 

sensitivity of the proposed method to the number of non-saturation images collected. The 

number of non-saturation images used in the fitting of all acquired phantom and in-vivo data was 
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14 (every second RF pulse phase increment in the pass band). Monte Carlo simulations evaluate 

the effects of using only 7, 3, and 1 non-saturation images for input FF = 1 %, T1,w = 1100 ms, 

and T2,w = 35ms.  

3.4.4 Phantom Experiments 

The dependence of the Phase Sweep b-SSFP method on water T1 and T2 was evaluated in eight 

NiCl2/agarose phantoms with a wide range of water T1 (340-1130 ms) and T2 (42-75 ms) values, 

while the dependence on FF was evaluated in six fat-agarose phantoms doped with NiCl2 (54).  

Phantoms with FF of [0.09  1.22  3.49  5.77  9.02  11.54]% (as measured with 
1
H NMR single 

voxel spectroscopy), included 1% hand soap as an emulsifier and 0.001% NiCl2 by mass to 

target water T1 and T2 values similar to those found in muscle. A more detailed recipe for the 

construction of the six fat-agarose phantoms is included in Appendix A.    

Spin Echo experiments and were used for standard water T1 and T2 measurements. Fat 

measurements were performed using gradient-echo imaging (GRE) combined with variable 

projection water/fat estimation (VARPRO) (32) and 1H NMR single voxel spectroscopy 

experiments. Spin Echo experiments were single echo experiments with 7 TE = [25:25:100 150 

200 250] ms, and TR = 10 s. GRE experiments consisted of 6 echo times, TE = [2.55:1.00:7.55] 

ms, TR=925 ms, 15⁰ flip angle, 360 x 135 mm field of view, 192 x 72 matrix and 100% phase 

resolution performed in a single slice (6 min 40 s acquisition time, with flip angle and TR 

selected to eliminate T1 weighting for the water signal).  Each echo was acquired in a separate 

TR to minimize eddy-current contamination of phase in sequential echoes and enable the tighter 

1 ms inter-echo spacing.  VARPRO processing incorporated 6 fat peaks with frequencies of [-

3.80, -3.40, -2.60, -1.94, -0.39, 0.60] ppm and respective weightings of [0.087 0.693 0.128 0.004 
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0.039 0.048]. Single voxel spectroscopy experiments (stimulated echo acquisition mode) with 

TE = 16 ms, TR = 10 s, 16 averages, 5mm x 5 mm x 5 mm voxel, were repeated with and 

without water suppression, and the FF was evaluated as the ratio of fat and water peak areas, 

with correction for the missing fat area in the peaks obscured by water. From the empirically 

measured peanut oil fat spectra the area of the fat spectra obscured by water is ~6% of the total 

area under the fat spectra. 

3.4.5 In-Vivo Studies  

In-vivo experiments were conducted in a single axial slice through the calf muscle of 10 healthy 

individuals.  All study subjects provided written informed consent and the study was approved 

by the University of Alberta Health Research Ethics Board.  Phase sweep b-SSFP experiments, 

identical to those used for simulations and phantom studies, were acquired with 50 RF phase 

offsets spanning 460 Hz (1.25 phase sweep profiles) of off-resonance.  Full single pixel maps 

(excluding the tibia, fibula and regions of visceral fat) and regional analysis in the tibialis 

anterior (TA), soleus (SOL), and gastroc (GAS) muscles were conducted.    

VARPRO experiments (identical to phantom studies) were also conducted in all subjects to 

measure FF and off resonance frequency.  

1H NMR single voxel spectroscopy experiments were used for water T1 and T2 evaluation and a 

double angle B1 map (60⁰ and 120⁰) was acquired to prevent the dependence of fit parameters on 

B1 excite errors. The double angle method acquires 2 images (I1 and I2) with flip angles (α1 and 

2α1) respectively while keeping all other sequence parameters the same. The ratio of the 

magnitude images is given by Eqn. 3-6 where r is the spatial position. Neglecting T1 and T2 

relaxation the spatially varying flip angle map can be calculated from Eqn. 3.7.  
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𝐼2(𝑟)

2𝐼1(𝑟)
=  

sin(2𝛼1(𝑟))𝑓2(𝑇1,𝑇𝑅)

sin (𝛼1(𝑟))𝑓1(𝑇1,𝑇𝑅)
=  

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼1(𝑟))cos (𝛼1(𝑟))

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼1(𝑟))
= cos (𝛼1(𝑟)) [Equation 3-6] 

𝛼(𝑟) = arccos (|
𝐼2(𝑟)

2𝐼1(𝑟)
|)      [Equation 3-7] 

 

3.5 Results 

3.5.1 Monte Carlo Simulations  

Monte Carlo results (500 repetitions) in Figure 3.4 show the bias and standard deviations for FF, 

water T1 and water T2 as a function of SNR. No bias is observed, and variability in the fitting 

shows no dependence on the true FF, T1, or T2 value over the range studied.  At an SNR of 50/1 

the coefficients of variation for water percentage, T1, and T2 are approximately 0.003, 0.012 and 

0.038 respectively. 
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Figure 3.4 Phase Sweep b-SSFP Monte Carlo Simulations. Graphs show mean ± std values for 

best fit FF (column 1), water T1 (column 2), and water T2 (column 3) as a function of SNR 

(20:10:100). Red lines show the input (true) values. 

 

Monte Carlo results (500 repetitions) in Figure 3.5 show the bias and standard deviations for FF, 

water T1 and T2, and the number of non-saturation images acquired as a function of SNR. As 

expected FF and water T2 values are relatively independent of the number of non-saturation 

phase sweep images acquired. However, variability in the fitting of water T1 increases as the 

number of non-saturation images decreases but no bias is observed over the range studied. At an 

SNR of 50/1 the standard deviations in water T1 for 7, 3, and 1 non-saturation images are 

approximately 15, 20, and 30 ms respectively.     
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Figure 3.5 Phase Sweep b-SSFP dependence on the number of non-saturation images. Monte 

Carlo Simulations showing mean ± std values for best fit FF (a), water T1 (b), and water T2 (c) as 

a function of SNR (20:10:100) and the number of non-saturation images used in the fitting 

algorithm. Horizontal red lines show the input (true) values of fat fraction = 1%, water T1 = 1100 

ms, and water T2 = 35 ms. Data has been shifted relative to the 7 non-saturation image data for 

improved readability. 

 

3.5.2 Phantom Experiments  

Bland and Altman plots of the percent error between Spin Echo and Phase Sweep b-SSFP T1 and 

T2 values are shown in Figure 3.6 for the 8 NiCl2/agarose phantoms. The Phase Sweep b-SSFP 

method systematically underestimates T1 by approximately 1.5% but is precise with a standard 

deviation of only 0.5%. The fitting of T2 is less precise with a standard deviation of 

approximately 6%, and a mean overestimation of 2%.    
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Figure 3.6 T1 and T2 Phantom study Bland and Altman Plots. Graphs show percent error of Spin 

Echo and Phase Sweep water T1 (a) and T2 (b) values for 8 NiCl2/agarose phantoms. Percent 

Error is defined as (Phase Sweep – Spin Echo)/Spin Echo*100 .   Black dashed lines show the 

mean value, and red dashed lines show ± two standard deviations from the mean. 

 

Spectroscopy and phase sweep values for FF in the 6 fat phantoms are in good agreement (Figure 

3.7a) over the range considered. VARPRO was found to overestimate FF at concentrations 

below 2%. Spectroscopy and phase sweep water T1 values were also in good agreement (Figure 

3.7b) with an R
2
 value of 0.96 and the phase sweep values systematically underestimating the 

water T1 by ~20 ms. A correlation between phase sweep water T1 and FF was also observed in 

the fat phantoms, with higher FF resulting in lower T1 values. To prove that this correlation was 

not due to the presence of fat, but instead due to the concentration of agarose (dissolved only in 

water) being higher in the higher FF phantoms spectroscopy T1 values were compared to FF in 

all phantoms and the same correlation was observed.  
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Figure 3.7 a: Histogram of Phase Sweep, Spectroscopy and VARPRO fat fraction. b: Phase 

Sweep vs Spectroscopy water T1 correlation. 

 

3.5.3 In-Vivo Studies 

Phase Sweep b-SSFP single pixel maps of water T1 and T2, FF, and off-resonance were 

generated in an axial slice through the calf for all ten subjects. The total acquisition time required 

to collect all 50 saturation recovery and 50 non-saturation images was 5 min and 43 s.  

Figure 3.8a shows the anatomical phase sweep image for a subject at a single off resonance.  

Figure 3.8b shows the B1 scaling factor acquired via the double angle method (60⁰ and 120⁰). As 

it is known that B1 varies smoothly over space, the B1 map has been smoothed by fitting the data 

with a 2
nd

 order polynomial in two dimensions. B1 scaling factors across the slice for all subjects 

ranged from [0.73 to 1.26].  Figure 3.8c and d show the single pixel phase sweep maps of the 

best fit water T1 and T2 values. The larger T1 values in the SOL and GAS as compared to the TA 

are in agreement with values previously reported in the calf (55). 
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Figure 3.8 Phase Sweep b-SSFP axial calf slice showing the anatomical image (a), the double 

angle b1 map (b), and the water T1 (c) and T2 (d) Phase Sweep pixel maps in a single volunteer. 

 

The mean phase sweep water T1 and T2 values in three ROIs located in TA, SOL, and GAS, 

which correspond to spectroscopy ROIs (5 x 5 x 5 mm voxel), have been calculated for all ten 

subjects and are compared to the corresponding spectroscopy data in the bland and Altman plot 

shown in Figure 3.9a and b.  
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Figure 3.9 TA, SOL and GAS water T1 and T2 Bland Altman plots. a: the % difference between 

Spectroscopy and Phase Sweep water T1 (a) and T2 (b) values measured in all ten patients. 

Percent Error is defined as (Phase Sweep-Spectroscopy)/Spectroscopy100. 

 

Figure 3.10 compares phase sweep FF and off-resonance measurements to VARPRO 

measurements.  The three main muscle regions (TA, SOL, GAS) are easily differentiated by fat 

content with the SOL having the highest FF and the TA being the most homogeneous and lowest 

FF region.  As previously observed in the fat phantom experiments VARPRO overestimates 

areas of low FF (<2%). Off- resonance patterns are similar for both methods, with small 

discrepancies most likely due to changes in the shim or small shifts in patient positioning 

between scans. 
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Figure 3.10 Phase Sweep b-SSFP fat fraction and off-resonance vs VARPRO. Phase Sweep b-

SSFP (column 1) vs VARPRO (column 2) FF and Off-Resonance maps in rows 1 and 2 

respectively. Column 3 shows Phase Sweep vs VARPRO FF and off-resonance frequency 

correlation plots, where each point is a pixel in the ROIs defined in the pixel maps by white 

circular regions of interest. 

 

3.6 Discussion  

The shape and magnitude of the phase sweep b-SSFP signal profile contains valuable 

information regarding FF, water T1, water T2, and off resonance which can be collected by 

methodically incrementing the phase of the RF pulse between b-SSFP acquisitions. 

The collection of a non-saturation phase-sweep profile reduces the inter-dependency of the fit 

parameters such that water T1 is mainly dependent on the difference in signal magnitude between 

the non-saturation and saturation phase sweep profiles, FF is dependent on the asymmetry 

observed across the profile, Off-resonance is dependent on the global shift of the profile and 

water T2 is dependent on the shape of the profile.  
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In order to be feasible in the heart, the method must be made into a free breathing sequence. As 

imaging time is dominated by the number of non-saturation images that are acquired to uniquely 

characterize water T1 and because multiple phase sweeps must be acquired to ensure enough data 

is usable from the free breathing acquisition, the dependence of the multi-parameter fitting on the 

number of phase sweep points was investigated with Monte Carlo simulations. By reducing the 

number of non-saturation images from 32 to 3 images in the pass band, the imaging time 

required can be drastically decreased, with little consequence on results other than a decrease in 

precision of the water T1. The resonance frequency of the non-saturation images will be known 

from the saturation recovery images. From Figure 3.5 we can see that above SNRs of 30/1 the 

mean T1 is unaffected, and standard deviations go from [37 45 62] at an SNR of 20/1, to [16 20 

33] at an SNR of 50/1, to [8 10 18] at an SNR of 100/1 for 7, 3 and 1, non-sat data points in the 

pass band respectively. 

No in-vivo data from the heart was shown, and thus the viability of using the proposed method in 

the heart; overcoming confounders such as motion and magnetic field inhomogeneity and 

transitioning the sequence to a free breathing sequence, has yet to be determined. 

3.7 Preliminary Work in Moving Organs  

Saturation recovery phase sweep profiles have been collected in the heart and the liver of a single 

healthy volunteer (Figure 3.11). The data was collected as a free breathing acquisition with three 

full phase sweeps of data acquired so that there was sufficient data to characterize the profile 

once data with unmatched respiratory phase was discarded.    
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Figure 3.11 Preliminary Phase Sweep b-SSFP data collected using a free breathing acquisition in 

the Myocardium and Liver of a heathly subject. 

Based on the asymmetry of the profiles the FF of the Myocardium was calculated to be 0.4% 

while the FF in the liver was calculated at 4%. This data is preliminary but shows promise that 

the transition of the Phase Sweep method to moving organ systems is feasible.  

3.8 Conclusions 

This study has described and validated a new approach to the simultaneous quantification of FF, 

water T1 and T2, and off-resonance frequency using a saturation-recovery prepared Phase Sweep 

b-SSFP method. The variability in each parameter is largely independent due to the features of 

the saturation-recovery phase sweep profile.  Specifically, FF is determined by profile 

asymmetry, T2 by profile depth (shape), T1 by saturation recovery weighting, and off-resonance 

by a global profile shift enabling unique quantification of all parameters. Multi-parameter fitting 

offers comprehensive tissue characterization in a single acquisition and is relevant in tissues 
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containing fats but in which T1 and T2 of the water signal, relative fat content, or off-resonance 

frequency are targeted.   
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Chapter 4. Characterization of T1 Bias from Fat in MOLLI and 

SASHA Pulse Sequences: Quantitative Fat-Fraction Imaging with 

T1 Mapping 

4.1 Abstract 

Purpose:  Characterize the effects of fat on commonly used T1 mapping sequences and evaluate 

a new method for quantitative fat-fraction imaging, for low fractions (0-10%), based on the 

modulation of T1 values by the fat pool. 

Methods:  Bloch equation simulations, phantom and in-vivo (skeletal muscle) experiments were 

used to characterize the response of commonly used T1 mapping sequences (SASHA and 

MOLLI) to fat-water systems with known fat-fractions (0-10%), at 1.5T. Fat-fractions were 

measured with single voxel spectroscopy and Dixon imaging methods. A new T1-based fat-

fraction imaging method was evaluated using Monte Carlo simulations and phantom/in-vivo 

experiments. 

Results: SASHA and MOLLI have similar T1 dependence on fat-fraction, with characteristic 

under- or overestimation of T1 values as a function of off-resonance frequency (30-70ms 

variation in native T1 per 1% fat-fraction).  Fat-fraction maps generated from the 2-parameter 

SASHA method yielded a low variability of ±0.25% for a signal to noise ratio of 150 to 1 in the 

non-saturation image with good agreement to spectroscopy. 

Conclusions:  Low fat-fractions result in relatively large negative or positive shifts in native 

tissue T1 measured with MOLLI and SASHA over a narrow range of off-resonance frequencies; 

T1 shifts from fat can be used to accurately quantify fat-fraction.   
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4.2 Introduction 

Quantitative imaging of the myocardial longitudinal relaxation time constant (T1) is increasingly 

used to evaluate pathology related to edema (1) and fibrosis (2), where changes in T1 values 

reflect changes in the water mobility.  However, when fat is a signal source in the voxel of 

interest, the resulting apparent T1 value will be a complex function of water and fat content and 

the methods used for T1 acquisition and processing. The complex response of mixed water and 

fat systems to the commonly used MOdified Look-Locker Inversion recovery (MOLLI) (45) and 

SAturation recovery single-SHot Acquisition (SASHA) (46) methods has recently been 

described in skeletal muscle (56) and for high concentration extracellular fat pools, in myocardial 

scar  (e.g. lipomatous metaplasia in replacement fibrosis) and endocardial fat (57).  These studies 

illustrated the potential for either increased or decreased best-fit T1 values in mixed water-fat 

systems as a function of off-resonance frequency when using MOLLI and SASHA methods.  

These characteristic responses were shown to be a consequence of the b-SSFP readout used in 

these sequences.   

However, the effects of lower FF, in the 0-10% range, and their relationship with the best-fit T1 

values for the commonly used variations of T1 mapping methods remains to be characterized.  

The potential for relatively large shifts in T1 values per FF, as much as 50 ms per 1% FF (56), 

suggest that increased intracellular FF found in common conditions such as diabetes, and obesity 

could have important effects (i.e. tens of ms) on globally measured native myocardial T1 values.  

The expected shift in T1 values as a function of FF, pulse sequence parameters, SNR, and post-

processing methods (e.g. two-parameter or three-parameter fitting in saturation recovery 

imaging) remains unknown.  The primary goals of the current study were to characterize the 
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dependence of MOLLI and SASHA T1 mapping sequences on FF for low FF values (0-10%) and 

to illustrate a novel sensitive method for FF quantification using these T1 mapping sequences. 

4.3 Theory  

SASHA (46) and MOLLI (45) T1 mapping sequences consist of preparation pulses followed by 

sampling of the T1 recovery curve with multiple ECG-triggered single-shot images acquired at 

the same cardiac phase in sequential heartbeats.  Despite differences in patterns of preparation 

pulses and how the recovery data is sampled with these methods, they are both based on a b-

SSFP image acquisition.  Thus, in order to evaluate the effects of fat on the best-fit T1 values, the 

response of mixed water and fat spin systems to the b-SSFP pulse sequence must first be 

considered.  In particular, the off-resonance frequency response of water and fat to the b-SSFP 

sequence is required, given the chemical shift difference between the water and fat spin systems 

and the broad range of frequencies in the fat spectrum.  Even for the simple water spin system, 

the b-SSFP signal intensity varies strongly as a function of off-resonance frequency (Figure 4.1) 

(51,58). Note that Figure 4.1 is identical to Figure 3.1, duplicated here for ease of reference. The 

signal profile exhibits a phase inversion in sequential “b-SSFP bands” every 1/TR Hz, where TR 

is the repetition time between sequential excitations.  Equivalently, this signal profile can be 

acquired by collecting multiple b-SSFP images with different RF pulse phase increments, where 

the conventional 180⁰ increment per sequential RF pulse corresponds to the on-resonance 

excitation (51).  
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Figure 4.1. Phase sweep profile interference. Sample b-SSFP phase sweep profiles (solid = 

magnitude, dashed=phase) for water (a) and fat (b).  c: Water (blue) and fat (red) spectral line 

shapes, normalized to a unity area. d: Sample b-SSFP phase sweep profile for water (blue), fat 

(red), and their sum (black), showing constructive and destructive interference in the combined 

profile (10% fat fraction). The fractional shift (FS) between the water and fat profiles is 0.57, 

where FS = 1 is the distance between black bands.  All plots are for 1.5T and a TR of 2.7 ms. 

 

In Figure 4.1b, the fat signal profile in response to the b-SSFP sequence exhibits asymmetry due 

to the multiple resonance frequencies in the fat spectrum.  The total signal profile is a weighted 

sum of profiles from each frequency in the spectrum. Water and fat spectra used to generate 

these b-SSFP signal profiles are shown in Figure 4.1c.  A symmetric Gaussian shape was used 

for the water spectrum and the fat spectrum was modeled on an empirically measured peanut oil 

spectrum, which has been shown to be a good model for in-vivo fat (52).   Importantly, the fat 

and water spectra are offset in the frequency direction by the chemical shift difference of 3.3 

ppm (-210 Hz) between the water (4.7 ppm) and fat spectra (main peak at 1.4 ppm).  The relative 
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frequency shift between water and fat b-SSFP signal profiles is a function of field strength and 

TR, where the fractional shift (FS) is given by FS = 42.576 MHz T
-1

  3.3 ppm  B0 TR = 140.5 

Hz T
-1

  B0  TR, where FS = 1 corresponds to the two profiles being completely out of phase (i.e. 

black bands aligned but with a 180 ̊phase shift).  The example in Figure 4.1 is for FS = 140.5 Hz 

T
-1

  1.5T 0.0027 s = 0.57, as indicated in Figure 4.1d.  When combined, the relative shifts of the 

water and fat b-SSFP signal profiles yields constructive or destructive interference between the 

water and fat due to the phase inversion in sequential bands (Figure 4.1d).  The location of the 

phase cross-over, where the fat signal profile has a phase inversion, can be defined as fcross-over = 

(0.5  TR
-1

 - 42.576 MHz T
-1

  3.3 ppm  B0 -) = -26 Hz for TR = 2.7  ms, relative to the water 

resonance frequency, with repeated patterns every 1/TR Hz.  The term 0.5  TR
-1

 corresponds to 

the frequency shift from the center of a b-SSFP band to the closest black band. The response of 

such composite water-fat systems to MOLLI and SASHA pulse sequences, as a function of off-

resonance frequency, is considered below.    

4.4 Methods  

Bloch equation simulations, phantom and in-vivo experiments were used to evaluate the 

response of fat and water systems (0-10% FF) to the SASHA and MOLLI pulse sequences. 

Phantom data and in-vivo data from skeletal muscle (calf) were acquired to determine the 

relationship between FF and the resulting T1 offsets (i.e. the change in best-fit T1 as a result of 

the FF), with standard FF values measured using 
1
H NMR spectroscopy and a Dixon-based 

method (VARPRO) (32), for ranges of FF from near zero to ~10%.  Based on the relationship 

between the fat-induced T1 offsets and FF, a new method for FF imaging using the SASHA T1 

mapping method is proposed and validated.  Monte Carlo simulations of the SASHA pulse 
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sequence were used to evaluate the effect of the saturation recovery sampling scheme on the 

derived FF, and to characterize FF variability as a function of SNR, with further validation of FF 

quantification in phantoms and in-vivo, in skeletal muscle.  

All experiments were conducted on a 1.5T Siemens Sonata MRI Scanner (Avanto; Siemens 

Healthcare; Erlangen, Germany).  An identical b-SSFP readout was used for all simulation, 

phantom and in-vivo experiments for both SASHA and MOLLI.  Specifically, TE/TR = 1.35/2.7 

ms, 5 mm slice thickness, 192 x 72 acquisition matrix size, 360 x 135 mm field of view, 100% 

phase resolution, 6/8 partial Fourier, 37.5% fractional phase FOV, 24 lines to the center of k-

space (including 5 dummy pulses), and 35° flip angle (MOLLI) or 70° flip angle (SASHA).  

SASHA acquisitions and simulations used a non-saturation image and 9 saturation recovery (TS) 

times, with TS = 144 ms in steps of 71 ms to 712 ms, and incorporated a variable flip angle 

(VFA) readout (49).  A custom five-pulse saturation train (53) was used for SASHA experiments 

(to ensure >99% saturation efficiency).  MOLLI acquisitions and simulations included a single 

Look-Locker set with an initial inversion delay of 32.6 ms imaging delay and an effective heart 

rate of 66 beats per minute for TI times of 95.3 ms in steps of 910.15 ms to 3735.90 ms. Phantom 

experiments used a 3 cm diameter surface coil for signal reception and in-vivo imaging was 

performed using a single-element knee coil for excitation and reception. 

4.4.1 Bloch Equation Simulations 

SASHA and MOLLI Bloch equation simulations were conducted in MATLAB R2013a (The 

MathWorks; Natick, MA) using the Matlab MEX function created by Brian Hargreaves and 

shared at http://mrsrl.stanford.edu/~brian/blochsim/ for FF = 0%, 2%, 4%, 6%, 8% and 10% and 

incorporated the exact pulse sequence parameters used in phantom and in-vivo experiments, 

http://mrsrl.stanford.edu/~brian/blochsim/
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including the distribution of flip angles (slice profile effects), and a fat spectral line shape based 

on an empirically measured peanut oil spectrum (Figure 4.1c).  The same peanut oil was used for 

the construction of fat-agarose phantoms. For simulations, T1 and T2 values of fat were specified 

at 250 and 50 ms respectively while the T1 and T2 of water were specified at 1100 and 35 ms, 

similar to skeletal muscle values (59,60).    

SASHA Bloch equation simulations assumed complete saturation following the saturation pulse.  

A VFA readout was used to minimize signal oscillations in the approach to steady-state and 

associated artifacts (49).  For the VFA readout, the flip angle, α, of the first 29 RF pulses were 

scaled by sin(x) where π/90 < x < π/2. Data was not acquired for the first 5 pulses and an α/2 

closer pulse was used at the end of the image readout.  The 10 ms adiabatic inversion pulse 

(hyperbolic secant) used for the MOLLI experiments was numerically simulated with Bloch 

equation simulations to determine the initial longitudinal magnetization following inversion 

preparation (61).   

4.4.2 T1 Calculation 

The calculation of T1 values for simulation, phantom and in-vivo experiments was performed 

offline using MATLAB.  All SASHA and MOLLI simulations and experimental acquisitions 

were repeated with 30 different off-resonance frequencies, spanning 460 Hz of off-resonance 

(~15 Hz increments), which is 1.25 times the frequency difference between sequential b-SSFP 

dark bands for TR = 2.7 ms (to ensure full frequency sampling of the central b-SSFP band).  For 

these, and all experiments in this study, the effects of off-resonance frequency were implemented 

by modulating the phase-increment between sequential RF pulses.  For each experiment, at a 

given off-resonance frequency, T1 values were calculated by fitting signal intensities with the 
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standard Look-Locker correction (Eqn. 4-1) (45,62) (MOLLI) and both 2- and 3-parameter 

exponential models (Eqn. 4-2) (46) (SASHA).  SASHA 2-parameter (SASHA-2p) fitting 

assumed ideal saturation (𝜂 = 1) while SASHA three parameter (SASHA-3p) fitting included 

saturation efficiency as a fitting variable.  SASHA-2p fitting is of particular interest as it 

significantly reduces the variability in best-fit T1 values as compared to SASHA-3p (42).  The 

mono-exponential equations used for calculating MOLLI and SASHA T1 values are defined, 

respectively, as:  

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝐴 − 𝐵𝑒
−

𝑇𝐼

𝑇1
∗
, where 𝑇1 = (

𝐵

𝐴
− 1) 𝑇1

∗, and  [Equation 4-1] 

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝐴 (1 − 𝜂𝑒
−

𝑇𝑆

𝑇1).     [Equation 4-2] 

where (𝐵𝐴−1 − 1) is the Look-Locker correction factor, TI is the inversion recovery time, and 

TS is the saturation recovery time (from the end of preparation pulse to central line of k-space).  

A Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (63) was used to determine the best fit values independently 

for each frequency increment across the band. 

4.4.3 Phantom Experiments 

The dependence of SASHA and MOLLI sequences on FF was evaluated in six fat-agarose 

phantoms doped with NiCl2 (54).  Phantoms with fat concentrations of 0.09%,  1.22%,  3.49%,  

5.77%,  9.02% and 11.54% (as measured with 
1
H NMR single voxel spectroscopy) included 1% 

hand soap as an emulsifier, 2.5% agarose and 0.001% NiCl2 by mass to target water T1 and T2 

values similar to those found in muscle. A more detailed recipe for the construction of the six fat-

agarose phantoms is included in Appendix A.    
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SASHA and MOLLI experiments, with sequence parameters identical to Bloch equation 

simulations described above, were performed in all phantoms.  Additionally, fat measurements 

were performed using gradient-echo imaging (GRE) combined with variable projection water/fat 

estimation (VARPRO) (32) , and 
1
H NMR single voxel spectroscopy experiments.  GRE 

experiments consisted of 6 echo times, TE = 2.55 ms in 1.0 ms steps to 7.55 ms, TR = 925 ms, 

15° flip angle, 360 x 135 mm field of view, 192 x 72 matrix and 100% phase resolution 

performed in a single slice (6 min 40 s acquisition time, with flip angle and TR selected to 

eliminate T1 weighting for the water signal).  Each echo was acquired in a separate TR to 

minimize eddy-current contamination of phase in sequential echoes and enable the tighter 1 ms 

inter-echo spacing.  VARPRO processing incorporated 6 fat peaks with frequencies of [-3.80, -

3.40, -2.60, -1.94, -0.39, 0.60] ppm and respective weightings of [0.087 0.693 0.128 0.004 0.039 

0.048]. Single voxel spectroscopy experiments (stimulated echo acquisition mode) with TE = 16 

ms, TR = 10 s, 16 averages, 5 x 5 x 5 mm voxel, were repeated with and without water 

suppression, and the FF was evaluated as the ratio of fat and water peak areas, with correction 

for the missing fat area in the peaks obscured by water. From the empirically measured peanut 

oil fat spectra the area of the fat spectra obscured by water is ~6% of the total area under the fat 

spectra.      

4.4.4 In-Vivo Studies 

In-vivo experiments were conducted in a single axial slice through the calf muscle in 10 healthy 

individuals.  All study subjects provided written informed consent and the study was approved 

by the University of Alberta Health Research Ethics Board.  SASHA and MOLLI experiments, 

identical to those used for simulations and phantom studies, were performed in all subjects. 
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SASHA and MOLLI T1 pixel maps were generated at 30 frequency offsets spanning 460 Hz of 

off-resonance, as described in the simulations sections.  The tibia, fibula and regions of visceral 

fat were excluded prior to T1 fitting.  The total acquisition time required to collect SASHA and 

MOLLI data at the 30 frequency offsets was 8 min 22 s for SASHA and 8 min 43 s for MOLLI. 

VARPRO experiments (identical to phantom studies) were also conducted in all subjects.  For 

data analysis, several small circular regions of interest (0.9 cm
2
) were selected in each subject, in 

all muscle groups, which were copied to all SASHA, MOLLI and VARPRO images, to allow 

direct comparison between methods.  All images were registered to correct for subject shifting 

between acquisitions.   

4.4.5 Monte Carlo Simulations 

Monte Carlo simulations (500 repetitions) were performed for SASHA-2p and 3p methods to 

investigate the effects of noise and different TS sampling schemes on the modulation of T1 

values associated with increasing FF (0-10%).  Signal to noise ratios, defined as the SNR for the 

non-saturation b-SSFP image, ranging from 20 to 300 were considered. In addition to the TS 

sampling scheme used in all simulations and experiments above (TS = 144 ms in steps of 71 ms 

to 712 ms), additional schemes varied the maximum TS times (from 800 ms down to 300 ms in 

100 ms increments), corresponding to an increase in heart rate up to 120 BPM.  For all cases, 9 

saturation recovery images with equally spaced TS times from 100 ms up to maximum TS were 

used in combination with a non-saturation prepared image.  Additionally, the SASHA-2p 

approach with a single TS (repeated 9 times), as opposed to a range of TS times, was also 

considered as it has been shown to decrease variability in best-fit T1 values with the SASHA 

method (64).  Specifically, for native T1 values in the range of skeletal and cardiac muscle, 1100-
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1200 ms, the optimum TS times for a single-TS acquisition of 600 ms (for 60 BPM heart rate) 

and 350 ms  (120 BPM), were evaluated (64).  Additionally, the effects of the underlying water 

T1 (1000 to 1300 ms) and fat T1 values (200 to 300 ms) as well as offsets in resonance frequency 

due to imperfect B0 shimming (-50 to +50 Hz) were evaluated.  The MOLLI method was not 

evaluated with Monte Carlo simulations or as a method for quantitative FF imaging in the 

current study due to the much more complex T1 dependence of this method on factors such as 

inversion pulse efficiency, magnetization transfer and other effects (42), including off-resonance 

frequency (65).    

4.4.6 Fat-Fraction Imaging with T1 Mapping 

The proposed FF imaging method is based on the characteristic response of mixed fat and water 

systems to b-SSFP based T1 mapping method, where both positive and negative T1 shifts are 

observed, as a function of off-resonance frequency.  Figure 4.2 shows a schematic of the 

proposed method, where the maximum T1 difference measured for a given FF, defined as T1, is 

used to quantify the underlying FF giving rise to the frequency dependent T1 variations.  A 

minimum of two repeated T1 mapping experiments, at targeted off-resonance frequencies, are 

required to calculate T1.  Monte Carlo simulations, described above, were used to determine the 

relationship between T1 and FF for SASHA-2p and 3p, for the wide range of SNR values and 

experimental parameters outlined above, for the purpose of evaluating precision and accuracy of 

this proposed method. 
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Figure 4.2. Fat Fraction Quantification with T1 mapping. a: The off-resonance dependence of T1 

values in mixed water and fat systems gives rise to a positive and negative offsets from the water 

T1 and a total difference,T1, between minimum and maximum values. b: The proposed fat 

fraction (FF) imaging method using T1 mapping is based on a predicted relationship between T1 

and FF which allows measured T1 values to be converted to FF values. 

 

4.5 Results 

4.5.1 Bloch Equation Simulations and Phantom Experiments  

Figure 4.3 summarizes the simulation and phantom T1 responses as a function of FF and off-

resonance frequency for SASHA and MOLLI sequences. Spectroscopy data was used to define 

FF for the phantoms.  For all cases, the offset in best-fit T1 from the true water T1 is negative 

when water and fat b-SSFP signals are in-phase and positive when water and fat are out of phase, 

with larger T1 offsets with increasing FF, as indicated in Figure 4.3.  The proposed parameter for 

imaging of FF, T1, is defined in the upper left panel.  Note that the underlying water T1 from 

the phantoms is ~1300 ms, as compared to 1100 ms in the simulations.    
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Figure 4.3. SASHA and MOLLI T1 vs off-resonance. Characterization of T1 vs off-resonance for 

SASHA and MOLLI as a function of fat percentage for Bloch equation simulations and phantom 

experiments. Phantom fat percentages were measured via spectroscopy.  Note that simulated 

water T1 values were 1100 ms while the water T1 in the phantoms was ~1300 ms. 

 

The best-fit T1 values have similar frequency responses for simulation and phantom data for all 

sequences, and the fcross-over, between negative and positive T1 offsets for all simulations and 

phantom data occurs at ~ -26 Hz, as expected.  Note that off-resonance values were used to 

define the zero point of the frequency axis.  The SASHA-2p fitting has a larger T1 shift per FF 

than the SASHA-3p fitting, with MOLLI values in between these two SASHA variants.  MOLLI 

T1 values have an additional and previously characterized intrinsic dependence on off-resonance 

resulting in an underlying domed shape with reduced T1 values with increasing off-resonance 

frequency (Figure 4.3) (66).  Figure 4.4a compares the measured ∆T1, the difference in T1 at -70 

Hz and +30 Hz, for SASHA and MOLLI phantom data, for FF values of 0.1%, 1.2%, 3.5%, 

5.8%, 9.0% and 11.5% in phantoms 1 to 6, respectively.  
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Figure 4.4. Phantom ∆T1 and Fat Fraction. a:  Comparison of ∆T1 for SASHA-2p, SASHA-3p 

and MOLLI methods in the six fat phantoms, for which FF = [0.1 1.2 3.5 5.8 9.0 11.5]%.  b: 

Comparison of FF, derived from T1 values, for SASHA-2p, SASHA-3p and MOLLI methods 

as well as single voxel spectroscopy and VARPRO. 

 

4.5.2 In-Vivo Studies 

Skeletal muscle experiments show similar patterns to simulations and phantoms, with the same 

sigmoidal T1 response to off-resonance frequency.  Columns 1 and 2 in Figure 4.5 show calf T1 

pixel maps in a representative subject at the acquired off-resonance frequencies of -70 and +30 

Hz, for SASHA-2p, SASHA-3p and MOLLI, in rows 1 to 3, respectively.  Columns 3 and 4 

show the T1 frequency responses from two sample regions of interest, in the tibialis anterior and 

soleus, respectively.  MOLLI underestimates water T1 values, by ~250 ms, as a consequence of 

non-ideal inversion pulse efficiency, magnetization transfer and other effects (42), and has a 

characteristic domed response to off-resonance frequency (66).  The much larger range of T1 

values, T1, in the soleus relative to the tibialis anterior are in agreement with the higher FF 

values previously reported in the soleus (55). 
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Figure 4.5. In-vivo T1 maps for different off-resonance frequencies. In-Vivo pixel T1 maps of an 

axial slice through the calf for off-resonance frequencies of -70 and +30 Hz. The circles indicate 

the regions of interest used to generate the T1 vs off-resonance frequency curves shown in 

columns 3 (tibialis anterior) and 4 (soleus). Vertical black lines show the frequencies -70 and 

+30 Hz, at which the images are measured. 

 

Multi-echo GRE data with VARPRO processing was used for in-vivo FF estimation, as a 

reference for comparison with ∆T1.  VARPRO FF and T1-mapping derived ∆T1 were measured 

in multiple regions of interest in all 10 subjects, with results shown in Figure 4.6a and b, for 

SASHA-2p, SASHA-3p and MOLLI experiments.  The predicted relationship between FF and 

∆T1, for water T1 = 1100 ms and fat T1 = 250 ms, are plotted as solid lines in Figure 4.6a and b.  

There is good overall agreement for SASHA-2p and SASHA-3p experiments and a similar linear 

trend for MOLLI but with a significant bias which presented as a downward shift in ∆T1 by ~30 
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ms as compared to numerical simulations. The theoretical line for MOLLI does not pass through 

the origin due to MOLLI’s intrinsic dependence on off-resonance (66).  

4.5.3 Monte Carlo Simulations 

The variability in T1 and T1 as a function of SNR for SASHA is summarized in Figure 4.7, for 

the case of 1% FF.  SASHA-2p fitting yields a larger ∆T1 as well as smaller variability in the 

calculated T1 values, relative to SASHA-3p calculations.  The mean ∆T1 (i.e. the difference 

between minimum and maximum T1 values) calculated by both methods is independent of SNR 

for the range of values considered.  However, as shown in Figure 4.8, the magnitude of the 

calculated ∆T1 per FF is dependent on the TS sampling scheme.  Figure 4.8 shows the simulated 

∆T1, using T1 maps at two off-resonance frequencies (-70 Hz, +30Hz), vs. FF for variations in 

the TS times, for SASHA-2p and SASHA-3p methods.  For all sequence variants, smaller 

maximum TS times give rise to larger ∆T1 values for a given FF, but also have increased 

variability in ∆T1.  The resulting variability in derived FF for SASHA-2p is largely independent 

of the maximum TS time (Figure 4.8d), while SASHA-3p is dominated by increased variability 

in ∆T1 at shorter maximum TS times causing the uncertainty in FF to be increased with reduced  
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Figure 4.6. ∆T1, and ∆T1 derived fat fraction vs VARPRO. In-vivo skeletal muscle SASHA and 

MOLLI ∆T1 values (between -70 and +30 Hz, as shown in Figure 4.5) vs. estimated fat fraction 

(VARPRO) for all 10 healthy volunteers are shown in (a) and (b).  The solid lines correspond to 

the ∆T1 values from numerical simulations, for given fat fractions. The corresponding predicted 

fat fraction in all skeletal muscle regions, based on the simulated relationship between ∆T1 vs fat 

fraction, are shown in (c) and (d) (i.e. measured ∆T1 values are converted to fat fractions based 

on simulated relationship between ∆T1 and FF, as shown in Figure 4.6a). 
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maximum TS times (Figure 4.8e).  SASHA-2p fitting with single TS times of 350 and 600 ms (9 

repetitions at a single TS plus one non-saturation image), shown in Figure 4.8f, have similar 

variability in FF as compared to the range of TS times (Figure 4.8d), with a standard deviation of 

~0.25% for an SNR of 150 to 1 in the non-saturation image, with slightly improved performance 

with lower TS times. 

 

Figure 4.7. Monte Carlo simulations of T1 vs off-resonance frequency. Results are shown for 

signal to noise ratios (SNR) = [100 200 300] for SASHA-2p (a) and SASHA-3p (b) methods. 

The resulting ∆T1 values (mean ± std) vs SNR for SASHA-2p and SASHA-3p are shown in (c) 

and (d). All plots are for 1% fat fraction and a sampling scheme identical to that used in phantom 

and in-vivo studies. 
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Figure 4.8. ∆T1 fat fraction variability as a function of SNR. Dependence of the relationship 

between ∆T1 and fat fraction for SASHA-2p (a) and SASHA-3p (b) as function of the maximum 

TS time (300:100:800 ms) and SASHA-2p with a single TS time (c) with error bars for an SNR 

of 200 to 1.  ∆T1 is defined as the difference between the T1 at +30Hz and -70Hz. Insets a-1 and 

b-1 zoom in on low fat concentrations. Error bars have been shifted relative to the TSmax=800 ms 

case to improve readability. Inset a-2 demonstrates how ±1std in ∆T1 is translated to ±1std in fat 

percentage (std = standard deviation). The std in fat fraction as a function of SNR is shown for 

SASHA-2p (d) and SASHA-3p (e), for TSmax = 300 ms to 800 ms and for SASHA-2p with 

single TS times of 350 ms and 600 ms (f).  

 

4.5.4 Accuracy of Fat-Fraction Imaging with T1 Mapping 

Figure 4.9a-c illustrates the dependence of ∆T1, for the case of 1% FF, on the fat T1, the water 

T1, and the error in off-resonance frequency, respectively, for the single TS SASHA-2p method.  

The corresponding error in FF is shown in Figure 4.9d-f, where the assumed true water and fat 
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T1 values are 1100 ms and 250 ms, respectively.  As expected, ∆T1 is reduced with error in off-

resonance frequency because the peak minimum and maximum T1 offsets will not be captured, 

which results in an underestimation of FF.  Figure 4.9g-i shows similar plots to d-f, for 

increasing FF up to 10% and a TS of 350 ms.   

Phantom validation of the proposed FF imaging method is summarized in Figure 4.4b.  ∆T1 

predicted FF in all phantoms, for SASHA and MOLLI methods are compared to VARPRO and 

1
H spectroscopy measurements.  Data was corrected for off-resonance prior to extraction of data 

at -70 and +30 using the off-resonance value to shift the frequency axis.  For the SASHA data, 

the water T1 for the ∆T1 derived FF method was estimated as the mean of the two T1 values used 

to calculate ∆T1.  The VARPRO data significantly overestimated FF at the lowest (~0.1%) FF as 

compared to spectroscopy, but with good general agreement for higher FF.  The SASHA-2p 

derived FF had 0.22% or less absolute difference from spectroscopy FF for the 0 to 6% FF 

phantoms, with similar values for SASHA-3p, but with a systematic FF overestimation for 

MOLLI (similar to in-vivo results in Figure 4.6).  

The relationship between the FF derived from the SASHA and MOLLI data as compared to 

VARPRO for in-vivo calf muscle experiments from the 10 healthy controls is shown in Figure 

4.6c and d.  All methods show a linear relationship to the VARPRO fat fractions, but he MOLLI  
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Figure 4.9.  ∆T1 error in fat fraction due to errors in fat T1 water T1 and B0 inhomogeneity. 

Dependence of ∆T1 on fat T1 (a), water T1 (b) and off-resonance frequency offset from B0 

inhomogeneity (c) and the corresponding error in predicted fat fraction based on a true water T1 

of 1100 ms and fat T1 of 250 ms for 1% fat fraction and SASHA-2p single TS times of 350 ms 

and 600 ms in (d-f), and for 1-10% fat fractions and a SASHA-2p single TS time of 350 ms in 

(g-i). 

 

data shows a systematic overestimation of FF, as a result of underestimation of T1 as compared 

to predicted values (Figure 4.6b).  Figure 4.10 compares FF pixel maps from three representative 

subjects, derived from ∆T1 maps using the SASHA-2p method, to the corresponding VARPRO 

FF pixel maps.  FF (mean±std) from sample regions from the tibialis anterior are shown for each 
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subject.  SNR values in the non- saturation recovery images were greater than 120 to 1 in all 

subjects. 

 
Figure 4.10. ∆T1 and derived fat fraction pixel maps vs VARPRO. Sample pixel maps of ∆T1 

and derived fat fraction in three healthy controls (SASHA-2p), with comparison to pixel maps 

derived using VARPRO. ∆T1 derived fat fraction (FF) and VARPRO FF values (mean±std) are 

reported for the regions of interest shown in the tibialis anterior. 

 

4.6 Discussion 

In response to relatively low fat concentrations (0-10% FF), both SASHA and MOLLI T1 

mapping pulse sequences were shown to yield significantly increased or decreased T1 values 
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with a characteristic sigmoidal pattern of T1 offset as a function of off-resonance frequency, in 

agreement with previous studies (56,57).  

The origin of the sigmoidal pattern was shown to be due to the relative offset of the water and fat 

frequency response to the b-SSFP pulse sequence, giving rise to in-phase and out-of-phase 

interference between water and fat, which corresponded to reduced and increased best-fit T1 

values, respectively. From this T1 frequency dependence, a new approach to estimate FF, based 

on the total difference between the positive and negative T1 shifts (T1), was described and 

validated with simulations, phantoms and in-vivo experiments.  Relatively large T1 values of 

~65 ms were shown for the SASHA-2p method for FF values of ~1%.  

4.6.1 SASHA and MOLLI T1 Frequency Dependence 

The frequency pattern of the T1 offset depends on both the b-SSFP TR and the chemical shift 

difference between water and the predominant fat peak, according to fcross-over = (0.5  TR
-1  

- 

42.576 MHz T
-1

  3.3 ppm  B0), which was -26 Hz for the commonly used TR = 2.7 ms, for 

1.5T.  Thus, either increased or decreased native T1 values can potentially be ascribed to fat, 

depending on off-resonance frequency in conjunction with TR, which can confound underlying 

increased water T1 values that would normally be ascribed to fibrosis or edema.  At 3T,  fcross-over 

= -236 Hz for TR = 2.7 ms, with fat and water out of phase for most off-resonance frequencies, 

resulting in increased T1 values with increasing fat content for SASHA and MOLLI pulse 

sequences. As shown in the equation above, fcross-over can be adjusted to a targeted frequency by 

adjusting TR. 
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4.6.2 Relationship between ∆T1 and FF 

The magnitude of the T1 offset was shown to be approximately linear with FF (0 - 10%) for all 

three T1-mapping methods considered, with the slopes (T1 in ms /% fat) varying as a function of 

method and specific pulse sequence parameters, as confirmed with Bloch equation simulations, 

phantom and in-vivo experiments. For the SASHA method, T1 was shown to depend on the TS 

sampling times, the use of two or three-parameter fitting, the water and fat T1 values and the off-

resonance frequency.  Fortunately, these factors can be either set by the user (two versus three-

parameter fitting, TS times), measured (off-resonance frequency, water T1) or held constant for 

all studies (fat T1).  In particular, water T1 can be estimated as the mean value of the increased 

and decreased T1 values used to calculated T1.  Fat T1 values would not be expected to vary 

considerably between subjects, so should be set to a constant value for all studies (250 ms in the 

current study).  Thus, it is possible to use a single slope relating T1 and FF to estimate FF from 

T1 imaging.  The SASHA-2p approach with a single repeated TS time was shown to be the most 

sensitive to FF and with the optimal SNR performance (50% reduction in FF variability as 

compared to SASHA-3p).  SASHA also has the advantage of negligible sensitivity to off-

resonance frequency over a wide range of frequencies (46) (confirmed with simulations and 

phantom data in Figure 4.3). 

MOLLI data showed a similar linear relationship between T1 and FF, however with a 

systematic offset from predicted values (in Figure 4.6b and d).  These offsets are likely the result 

of the underlying dependence of MOLLI T1 and T1 values on off-resonance frequency, T2, and 

several pulse sequence parameters, including the specific pattern of multiple Look-Locker sets.  

Full characterization of these dependencies were the beyond the scope of this study.   
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Phantom data shown in Figure 4.4b showed that for FF less than 5%, the SASHA-2p ∆T1 fat 

quantification agreed with spectroscopy data, particularly at very low FF (FF<1%), where the 

Dixon-based methods tend to overestimate FF.  In the current study the VARPRO method of 

reconstruction of multi-echo data for fat-water separated imaging, a bias in FF of approximately 

0.7% was observed for the water only phantom despite the high SNR and ideal single echo per 

acquisition protocol with a 6 min 40 s acquisition time. The source of bias at low FF is unknown 

but might arise due to regularization or model mismatch in the pre-calibrated spectrum. Noise 

bias due to magnitude detection was mitigated using method proposed by Liu (67) but may not 

have been completely effective. In terms of precision, the standard deviation of the derived FF 

values in homogeneous tissue regions (tibialis anterior, Figure 4.10) were shown to be ~0.2 to 

0.4%, in general agreement with the predicated range of values, from Figure 4.8f.  

4.6.3 Limitations 

The current study has a number of limitations.  The effects of an underlying inhomogeneous 

magnetic field on the quantification of T1 was not considered in detail, beyond the effects 

shown in Figure 4.9, which illustrated underestimation of T1 and FF with increasing off-

resonance from B0 inhomogeneity.  In practice, an off-resonance map, potentially in combination 

with more than two SASHA-2p acquisitions (at more finely spaced off-resonance frequencies), 

could be used to address off-resonance effects (i.e. to capture the true peak T1 values and 

reduce variability).  Another potential limitation is that of SNR and associated variability in FF.  

A smaller FF variability than the 0.25% derived for a relatively high SNR of 150 to 1 would be 

desirable to examine intracellular FF.  Assumedly, this limitation could be addressed by 

including several pixels in larger regions of interest to assess low FF with this method, where 
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higher SNR would be achieved with the associated signal averaging.  Also, no in-vivo data from 

the heart was shown, and thus the viability of using the proposed method in the heart, including 

confounders such as motion and magnetic field inhomogeneity, has yet to be determined. 

The MOLLI sequence was not thoroughly investigated and the variability and systematic errors 

in T1 and FF as compared to the optimal SASHA-2p method are unknown. MOLLI was not 

considered in more detail in the current study due to larger number of degrees of freedom in 

defining the MOLLI sequence, and it’s more complex T1 dependence (42) on factors such as flip 

angle (61) , heart rate (45,68), magnetization transfer (69) and off-resonance effects (65).  

Nonetheless, it was shown that MOLLI has the same underlying linear relationship between T1 

and FF and has similar potential to SASHA to quantify FF based on measurement of T1.  The 

findings of the current study apply only to sequences using a b-SSFP readout and thus are not 

applicable to the inversion-recovery or saturation-recovery gradient-echo T1-mapping methods.  

4.7 Conclusions 

Relatively low fat concentrations result in clinically relevant negative or positive shifts in tissue 

T1 over a narrow range of off-resonance frequencies with MOLLI and SASHA using standard 

1.5T protocols.  The difference between positive and negative T1 shits, ∆T1, are linearly related 

to FF for low values, with ∆T1 values of 65 ms for the SASHA-2p method at FF values of ~1%.  

An optimized SASHA-2p approach yielded an underlying variability in FF of ~0.25% for a SNR 

of 150 to 1 in the non-saturation image. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 

5.1 Summary 

The present work validated a new method for FF quantification using a Phase Sweep b-SSFP 

sequence which also provided simultaneous T1 and T2 imaging.  A related method characterized 

systematic errors in the conventional T1 mapping methods MOLLI and SASHA as a result of 

low FF, and validated a method for fat quantification based on the modulation of T1 values by the 

fat pool.   

5.1.1 Simultaneous Quantification of Fat Fraction, Water T1 and T2, and Off-Resonance 

Frequency Using Phase Sweep b-SSFP 

A custom single-shot saturation recovery Phase Sweep b-SSFP pulse sequence has been 

developed. The sequence exploits the chemical shift between fat and water to create constructive 

and destructive interference between fat and water signals across the phase sweep signal profile. 

The resulting asymmetric profile is the consequence of the summation of the weighted signal 

profiles of water, Sw, and fat, Sf, where each signal profile is a function of T1, T2 and off-

resonance.  The profile can be decomposed into its elementary contributing components by 

fitting the acquired signal profile with a weighted water and fat signal profile from predefined 

basis sets spanning a wide range of T1 and T2 values. In this way the proposed Phase Sweep b-

SSFP method is able to uniquely quantify FF, T1, T2, and off-resonance. 

5.1.2 Characterization of T1 Bias from Fat in MOLLI and SASHA Pulse Sequences: 

Quantitative Fat-Fraction Imaging with T1 Mapping 

The off-resonance behavior of the combined water and fat b-SSFP signal profile was shown to 

lead to a sigmoidal relationship between both MOLLI and SASHA T1 values. Specifically, it was 
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shown that relatively low FF resulted in clinically relevant negative or positive shifts in tissue T1 

(from the underlying water T1) over a narrow range of off-resonance frequencies.  Thus, 

increased or decreased native T1 values can potentially be ascribed to fat, which can confound 

underlying increased water T1 values ascribed to fibrosis or edema and complicate the use of T1 

mapping for indirect identification of fat via reduced T1 values. 

Based on this phenomenon, a new method has been proposed which uses SASHA T1 

measurements at a minimum of two off-resonance frequencies separated by ~100 Hz at 1.5T to 

quantify FF based on the measured ∆T1 (the full range of T1 values over the range of off-

resonance frequencies).   Specifically, ∆T1 was shown to be linearly related to FF with the 

optimized SASHA T1 mapping approach (with 2 parameter fitting), yielding an low underlying 

variability in FF of ~0.25% for a SNR of 150 to 1 in the non-saturation image (which is 

clinically achievable). 

5.2 Future Directions  

In its current form the Phase Sweep b-SSFP method provides simultaneous quantification of FF, 

water T1, water T2, and off-resonance frequency. However, achieving these results requires 

significant processing time on a standard desktop computer (4-6 hrs per calf slice). In order to 

become a clinically viable method this processing time must drastically reduced through the use 

of numerically optimized functions (outside of the MATLAB environment) or parallel 

computing. Further, the dictionary developed was specific to the values expected in the calf 

muscle of subjects. A dictionary encompassing T1, and T2 values commonly observed in the 

heart, kidney, and liver will need to be developed before the method can be tested in these 
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organs. Underlying effects of an inhomogeneous B1 magnetic field on the quantification of 

parameters in both methods should also be considered in further detail.  

While both methods developed and validated in this thesis (Chapters 3 and 4) were designed to 

be compatible with free-breathing acquisitions, being based on rapid single-shot image 

acquisitions, this form of data acquisition has not been evaluated. 

Both methods are applicable for use in any organ system where low FF quantification is 

required, particularly in those where cardiac or respiratory motion limits acquisition duration (all 

organs in the chest and abdominal cavity).  
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Appendix A.  

Purpose:  

- To construct 6 fat-agarose phantoms for evaluation with MRI and MRS with fat 

concentrations ranging from 0-9% fat.  

Procedure and Materials:    

- Dissolve 0.81g of NiCl2 in 1L of distilled water to yield a 6.25 mM stock solution.  

- Using a syringe and scale measure the appropriate mass of water (Table 1), NiCl2 stock 

solution, hand soap, oil, and agarose into each 50ml plastic vial. Gently stir each vial 

after the addition of each soap, oil and agarose. Note that shaking or aggressive stirring 

may lead to the formation of undesirable air bubbles in the phantoms.   

- After sealing each vial with a screw top lid place the phantoms in a room temperature 

water bath. Over the following 1 hr. increase the temperature of the water bath on a hot 

plate.  Stir each vial periodically throughout the heating process (5x over the hour).  

- During the heating process the temperature of the water bath should remain below the 

boiling point of water but surpass the melting point of agarose (185⁰F). If the agarose 

gets too hot it will form undesirable air bubbles.  

- Once all phantoms appear homogeneous and fluid, decrease the temperature of the hot 

plate by half for 20min. Following these 20 min remove the water bath from the hotplate 

leaving the vials submerged to cool slowly.  

- Using the amounts specified in table 1 will result in phantoms that are 1% soap, 2.5% 

agarose, and 0.001% NiCl2. Where all percentages are mass percentages. 

- Hand soap is used to emulsify the peanut oil and water, while NiCl2 is used to achieve T1 

and T2 values that are representative of in-vivo values.  
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Table 1: Lipid Phantom Composition 

Phantom 

(% Fat) 

Distilled 

Water (g) 

NiCl2 

Stock (ml) 

Agarose 

(g) 

Soap 

(g) 

Peanut Oil 

(g) 

0 21.13 3.00 0.62 0.25 0 

1 20.87 3.00 0.62 0.25 0.25 

3 20.37 3.00 0.62 0.25 0.75 

5 19.87 3.00 0.62 0.25 1.25 

7 19.87 3.00 0.62 0.25 1.75 

9 18.87 3.00 0.62 0.25 2.25 

 


